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Abstract

The great challenge for next years concerning the emission of diesel engines is to
develop diesel particle filters (DPF) with catalytic regeneration systems. This thesis
is focused on the global understanding of the diesel soot oxidation on sintered metal
filters (SMF). Platinum is studied as reference catalyst. The first objective is to
determine which of platinum quantity, platinum particle size, or platinum location
exhibits the preponderant influence on the catalytic soot oxidation in the case of a
model fuel borne catalyst (FBC) system. The second objective is to determine if it
is possible to achieve the same catalytic effect on a platinum coated filter as the one
obtained by using a FBC. The answers to these objectives should help to analyze
the improvement potential of coated filters and FBCs in future.

To answer these objectives, a method was developed to calculate the kinetic pa-
rameters of the thermal and the catalytic soot oxidation from temperature ramp
experiments. The global activation energy of the catalytic soot oxidation does not
differ from the one of the thermal soot oxidation. The catalytic effect was thus
defined as the pre-exponential factor ratio between the catalytic and the thermal
soot oxidation with the other kinetic parameters being kept constant, following an
oxygen transfer mechanism.

Temperature ramp experiments were performed in a thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) device for platinum-soot powder samples. A reactor was also designed and
built to investigate the catalytic soot oxidation on sintered metal filters. Conversion
curves obtained from reactor experiments do not allow to calculate kinetic param-
eters. For this case the catalytic effect was related to the temperature difference for
50% soot conversion between the thermal and the catalytic soot oxidation.

Six different soot sources were used along this thesis. The kinetic parameters of
each soot source were first investigated in the TGA device. Soot produced by
pyrolyzing toluene exhibits the closest structure and composition to the reference
diesel soot. Its oxidation behavior is also the closest to the reference diesel soot.
But all soot sources were found to have reasonably similar composition, structure
and thermal behavior to diesel soot.
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Abstract

The catalytic soot oxidation on established DPF technologies was first investigated.
Platinum-doped soot produced via FBC shows a catalytic effect, increasing with the
platinum-to-soot mass ratio. But platinum coated filters do not display any catalytic
effect. It was decided to deepen these results by investigating the catalytic effect
of platinum on the soot oxidation with artificial platinum-doped soot samples, and
with artificial platinum-soot contact scenarios on SMF.

In the case of a model FBC, the catalytic effect was observed to increase linearly
with the platinum-to-soot mass ratio, and the initial platinum specific surface area.
This reinforces the theory of the oxygen transfer mechanism. Platinum particles
sinter during the oxidation, but as the soot was itself consumed, this did not affect
the platinum surface area related to the soot mass. By investigating the influence of
the initial platinum particle size for soot samples containing same platinum quan-
tity, a size optimum was found at a mean diameter of 3 nm. Quantum size effect or
geometric size effect theories could explain this optimum. However, this size effect
is low compared to the influence of the platinum quantity. The platinum location,
embedded in the soot agglomerate or present on the soot surface does not influence
the catalytic effect.

The catalytic effect of three configurations modeling three contact possibilities on
SMF was investigated. Filtering platinum and soot aerosol consecutively does only
exhibit a marginal catalytic effect. But filtering platinum and soot aerosol simulta-
neously exhibits the same catalytic effect as filtering a platinum-doped soot aerosol.
It suggests that it is possible to enhance the catalytic effect of coated filters by in-
creasing uniformly the platinum particle density in the soot cake.

The results of this thesis suggest that the use of platinum as FBC is limited by the
cost of platinum, as the catalytic effect was found to be linear with the platinum-
to-soot mass ratio. The only possibility to improve the performances of a platinum
FBC for a fixed platinum quantity is to optimize the platinum particle size in the
obtained platinum-doped soot, however with low influence on the catalytic effect.
The cost problems of platinum FBC could principally be avoided by attaching a
fixed platinum quantity on a coated SMF. The contact between filtered soot and
platinum is today too low to establish a catalytic effect on a coated filter. However,
it has been shown that if all platinum particles are uniformly distributed in the soot
cake (simultaneously filtration), the catalytic effect is the same as for a platinum
FBC. The enhancing of the platinum density in the soot on a coated filter is thus a
great research challenge for next years.
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Nomenclature

Latin Letters

A - Catalytic effect: pre-exponential factor ratio
D nm Agglomerate diameter
d nm Primary particle diameter
Ea kJ/mol Activation energy
f - Stoichiometric factor
h J.s Planck constant
K - Equilibrium constant
k 1/s Reaction rate constant related to rs

kB J/K Boltzmann constant
ki kg/s.m2 Reaction rate constant related to ri

k0 1/s Arrhenius pre-exponential factor related to rs

k′0 1/s Pseudo Arrhenius pre-exponential factor
k0,i kg/s.m2 Arrhenius pre-exponential factor related to ri

M g/mol Molar mass
m - Parameter in the PRO or PG model
mc kg Remaining mass of carbon
mc,d kg Mass of dissipated carbon
mc,0 kg Initial mass of carbon
N atom/mol Avogadro’s number
n 1/cm3 Particle number
nO2 - Reaction order of oxygen
P - Relative pressure
pCO - Partial pressure in carbon monoxide
pCO2 - Partial pressure in carbon dioxide
pO2 - Partial pressure in oxygen
Q l/min Volumetric flow rate
q mol/g Quantity
R J/mol.K Gas constant
r kg/s Global reaction rate
ri kg/s.m2 Interfacial reaction rate
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Nomenclature

rs 1/s Conversion rate
S m2/g Specific surface area
Si m2 Interfacial surface
Si,0 m2 Initial interfacial surface
s atom/m2 Surface density
T K Temperature
t s Time
X - Conversion

Greek Letters
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δλ m Wavelength range
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ρ - Reflexivity
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τ - Transmissivity
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Subscripts

av Average
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cat Catalytic soot oxidation
f Related to the filter surface
r Related to the reactor chamber
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Nomenclature

TEM Measured with TEM
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Abbreviations

BET Brunauer, Emmett and Teller
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CRT Continuously Regenerating Trap
DPF Diesel Particle Filter
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FBC Fuel Borne Catalyst
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SF Solid Fraction
TAPN Tetraamine Platinum Nitrate
TEM Transmission Electron Microscopy
TGA Thermogravimetric Analysis
THF Tetrahydrofuran
TOF Turn Over of Frequency
TON Turn Over of Number
TPO Temperature Programmed Oxidation
TWC Three Way Catalyst
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Chapter 1

Introduction and objectives

1.1 Emissions from internal combustion engines

Automotive pollution is associated with the emission of carbon dioxide CO2, which
is depending on the fuel composition and proportional to the fuel consumption.
Carbon dioxide is a non-toxic gas, but it contributes to the green house effect [1].
Internal combustion engines also emit four basic pollutants: carbon monoxide CO,
unburned hydrocarbons HC, oxides of nitrogen NOx and particulate matter PM [2].
Local high concentrations of CO and NOx are detrimental to health and could be
fatal [3], [4]. HC are composed of hundreds of compounds, which are mostly toxic
for the health and the environment. PM are ultra fine particles which are composed
of a solid fraction SF (elemental carbon and ash), a soluble organic fraction SOF
(HC particles and adsorbed HC), and sulfate particulates SO4 (sulfuric acid and
water). The chemical complexity of PM makes its impact on health and environ-
ment difficult to assess, but adverse health effects of ultrafine particles have been
widely discussed [5–7].

Standards for automobiles have been applied worldwide to reduce the emissions of
these four pollutants. Emission standards for passenger cars in the European Union
(EU) are presented in Table 1.1. The majority of gasoline engines are operated with
a stoichiometric air-fuel ratio, but imperfect combustion leads to the formation of
CO, HC and NOx. Three way catalysts (TWC) transform nearly all of these species
into carbon dioxide CO2, water H2O and nitrogen N2 [8]. Noble metals such as
platinum are mainly used as oxidation catalyst [8].

Diesel engines are operated with fuel injection at the end of the air compression
stroke. Therefore, diesel engines may be designed with a higher compression ratio
than gasoline engines, leading to higher combustion temperatures and higher effi-
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Chapter 1 Introduction and objectives

Table 1.1: European Union emissions standards for passenger cars (g/km), [9]

Diesel Date CO HC HC + NOx NOx PM
Euro 2 1996.01 1.0 - 0.9 - 0.10
Euro 3 2000.01 0.64 - 0.56 0.50 0.05
Euro 4 2005.01 0.5 - 0.30 0.25 0.025
Euro 5 mid-2008 0.5 - 0.25 0.20 0.005
Gasoline Date CO HC HC + NOx NOx PM
Euro 2 1996.01 2.2 - 0.5 - -
Euro 3 2000.01 2.3 0.20 - 0.15 -
Euro 4 2005.01 1.0 0.10 - 0.08 -
Euro 5 mid-2008 1.0 0.075 - 0.06 -

ciency. However these high temperatures are responsible for the thermal formation
of NOx. Besides, the mixing quality between air and fuel is worse for diesel than for
gasoline engines, leading to the formation of PM. The majority of PM is however
immediately reburned during combustion if the temperature is high enough [11].
Therefore, high temperatures during the combustion lead to higher efficiency of the
engine, lower PM emissions but higher NOx emissions, and vice versa. This is
called the trade-off effect and illustrated in Figure 1.1. Additional aftertreatment
strategies are thus necessary to reduce both NOx and PM in diesel exhaust gas in
order to fulfill Euro 4 and Euro 5 standards. For diesel trucks, where the efficiency
is the economical parameter, NOx reduction catalysts working in lean condition are
used. Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) technology is now state of the art. For
passenger cars, an exhaust gas recirculation is performed to lower the combustion
temperature and reduce NOx emission. Here, diesel particle filter (DPF) has to be
added to reduce the PM emissions of the engine.

1.2 Diesel particle filter technology

DPFs can reduce 70 to 95 wt% of the PM mass (95 to 99.9 wt% of the solid frac-
tion). New emission limits based on the PM number are presently discussed [12].
DPFs combine generally depth filtration (low efficiency and low pressure drop) and
cake filtration process (high efficiency and high pressure drop). The mainly used
filters are ceramic wall-flow monoliths (ca. 70% utilization) and ceramic fibers (ca.
25% utilization). Cordierite (2MgO-2Al2O3-5SiO2) and silicon carbide (SiC) are
the most popular ceramic substrates. Cordierite offers good thermal shock resis-

2
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Euro III 

Euro V 

Euro IV

NOx [g/km] 0.500.250.20

PM [g/km] 

0.050

0.025

0.005

NOx -PM Trade-off

Figure 1.1: The NOx-PM trade-off effect for diesel engines [10]

tance and low costs. SiC offers high thermal conductivity and high melting tem-
perature. Sintered metal filters (SMF) have been more recently developed, showing
high filtration efficiency and high fabrication flexibility [10].

The critical issue concerning DPFs is their regeneration. Soot deposition leads to
an increase of the pressure drop across the DPF, decreasing the fuel efficiency of the
engine. To regenerate the filter, the carbon contained in PM is oxidized into CO and
CO2. In the following, the term "diesel soot" will be defined as the solid fraction
(SF) and the part of soluble organic fraction (SOF) which may be adsorbed on it
(see in Figure 1.2). The major problem is that soot can only be oxidized at temper-
atures higher than 550°C to 600°C with the oxygen contained in the exhaust gas.
Generally, the exhaust gas temperature does not exceed 250°C (urban) or 400°C
(non-urban) at normal driving conditions [13]. A possible solution is to use an
active system to increase the exhaust gas temperature or the soot temperature [14].
But it implies to use another energy source, meaning additional costs. Furthermore,
high regeneration temperatures could easily damage the filter. Therefore, the use of
passive systems, which decrease the oxidation temperature of soot through the use
of catalysts is the preferred way to regenerate DPFs.

There are two catalytic regeneration strategies used on the market: the continuously
regenerating trap (CRT) and the fuel borne catalyst (FBC) processes. The CRT
process combines an oxidation catalyst to transform the NO contained in exhaust
into NO2 and a DPF, where NO2 can oxidize soot at temperatures of 250-350°C.
This process is however very sensitive to sulfur and should be used with sulfur-free
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Elemental carbon and ash (SF) 

Adsorbed HC (SOF) 

HC particles (SOF) 

Sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and water  

Soot 

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the PM composition [10]

diesel only. CRT can only be applied in trucks where the ratio of NO2 to soot is
higher than 8. The FBC is used for passenger cars. Organometallic compounds
of transition metals (e.g. cerium, iron) or noble metal (e.g. platinum) additives
are mixed with the fuel, leading to the formation of metal or metal oxide catalyst-
doped soot during the combustion in the engine. This catalyst can then lower the
soot oxidation temperature from 600°C to 450°C inside the DPF [11], but it is not
sufficient to regenerate it continuously. Regularly, if the pressure drop through the
filter is too high, additional post-injections of diesel fuel are performed to increase
the exhaust gas temperature and oxidize the soot. This FBC process has the added
inconvenience of producing some ash which permanently accumulates in the DPF.
Hence, it should be changed every 100 000 to 150 000 km [11].

Research is now oriented towards alternative processes to regenerate the DPF. To
avoid the ash accumulation and achieve a continuous regeneration, the idea is to
apply the catalyst directly to the filter. Such DPFs are however not effective in
regards to the soot oxidation yet, because the contact between soot and catalyst
is too poor. The use of intermediate washcoat to enhance the surface area of the
catalyst is intensively studied.

1.3 Mechanisms of catalytic soot oxidation

Thermal and catalytic oxidation of soot (or more generally of carbon) have been
widely studied [15]. While a unified mechanism was proposed for the thermal
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1.3 Mechanisms of catalytic soot oxidation

carbon oxidation [16], the mechanisms of the catalytic carbon oxidation remain
largely unknown. At the atomic scale, two mechanisms have been proposed. In
the electron transfer mechanism, the catalyst can activate the carbon itself by mak-
ing it more susceptible to oxidation [17]. This theory, based on a redistribution
of the π-electrons in the carbon matrix, has never really been confirmed by exper-
iments. Today, the oxygen transfer mechanism has been widely accepted as the
general mechanism for the carbon oxidation [18, 19]. In this theory, the catalyst is
considered as a renewable activated oxygen donor.

On a macroscopic scale, both mechanisms proposed depend on the contact be-
tween catalyst and carbon. Most catalysts require physical contact with carbon
(direct catalysis), leading to two modes of attack represented in Figure 1.3: edge
recession and channeling [20]. Edge recession is thought to occur when the inter-
action between catalyst and carbon forms strong interfacial bonds. If the interfacial
bonds are not strong enough, the channeling attack occurs. It was proposed that
metal atoms, which adsorb oxygen dissociatively and readily form oxides, establish
strong interfacial bonds, leading to edge recession. On the contrary, metal atoms
which adsorb oxygen non-dissociatively and tend to remain in the noble state do
not exhibit strong interfacial bonds and result in channeling [21, 22].

Without physical contact (indirect catalysis) the catalyst could still act as a renew-
able activated oxygen donor. But activated oxygen radicals recombine themselves
too rapidly in the gas phase before reaching carbon. For supported catalysts, it was
proposed that activated oxygen could migrate on the support to the carbon. This
is called the spillover effect theory [24], illustrated in Figure 1.4. Otherwise, the
catalyst could also catalyze other oxidation reaction of the gas phase. It could ac-
celerate the transformation of NO to NO2, which can oxidize the carbon (CRT). Or
it can oxidize the CO from the thermal carbon oxidation to CO2, releasing some
heat that can accelerate the carbon combustion (auto thermal reaction).

 

Catalyst 

Carbon 

Channeling Edge Recession 

Figure 1.3: Comparison of channeling and edge recession attacks [23]
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Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of the spillover effect [25]

There is a vast array of materials exhibiting a catalytic activity for oxidation reac-
tions. The two major families are transition metals which form relatively unstable
oxides and metal oxides with oxygen storage capacity (OSC) [26]. In the transition
metals family, noble metals generally present a higher level of activity for oxida-
tion reactions (HC and CO oxidation in exhaust aftertreatment for example) and a
higher resistance to sulphur poisoning. However, they are more expensive than the
transition metals (e.g. iron, cobalt, nickel, copper). Platinum is the most commonly
noble metal used. OSC metal oxides can cycle between two valence states, adsorb-
ing and releasing oxygen. Ceria (CeO2, Ce2O3) has been widely used in TWC.
Other OSC materials include oxides of iron, manganese or copper. Some transition
metals such as iron could catalyze an oxidation reaction as metal as well as metal
oxides.

According to the previous discussion, it appears that the two catalyst families suit-
able for an oxidation reaction adsorb oxygen differently depending on their OSC.
It is thus highly probable that the mechanisms involved in the direct or the indirect
catalytic oxidation of carbon differ from one family to another. The proposition of
a unified theory for the catalytic carbon oxidation should consequently combine the
mechanisms involved for each of these families. The present work is focused on
the understanding of the catalytic soot oxidation with a catalyst of the noble metal
family: platinum. It may help in the global comprehension of the catalytic soot
oxidation. It should be completed with a study of a catalyst from the metal oxide
family.

1.4 Platinum as a soot oxidation catalyst

In comparison with metal oxides, the literature on catalytic soot oxidation with
platinum is limited to a few authors [25, 27–30]. Indeed, it was frequently thought
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1.4 Platinum as a soot oxidation catalyst

that the platinum was inactive in regard to the diesel soot oxidation. However, the
physical contact required for a direct soot catalysis in air was mostly not fulfilled.

Neeft et al. [31] and van Setten et al. [32] defined operationally the contact between
a catalyst and soot. They achieved "loose" contacts by filtering soot aerosol on
a catalytic filter, by dipping a catalytic filter in a soot dispersion, or by mixing
soot and catalyst powder with a spatula. "Tight" contacts were obtained by mixing
mechanically soot with the catalyst powder in a ball mill for example. Samples
prepared with "tight" contact showed soot oxidation at much lower temperatures
than samples prepared with "loose" contacts. These studies reinforce the fact that
some catalysts require a physical contact to be active.

Oi-Uchisawa et al. [27, 33–35] mixed with a spatula platinum supported on metal
oxides catalysts with carbon black to achieve what they termed a "loose" contact.
The evolution of CO2 production was followed during temperature programmed
oxidation (TPO) under various gas conditions. The catalytic activity was evaluated
by the temperature of the CO2 peak (see in Figure 1.5). Supported platinum cata-
lysts does not exhibit any activity in air. Setiabuti et al. [36] and Matsuoka et al. [37]
performed similar experiments with synthetic and pyrolytic soot and came to the
same conclusions. Neri et al. [25], on the contrary, reported an activity of a plat-
inum supported on an Al2O3 catalyst on the soot oxidation in air. They proposed
the spillover effect theory to explain these results. However, they used soot from
a diesel engine mixed mechanically with platinum-doped alumina catalyst, so that
the conditions of a "tight" contact between platinum and soot were also certainly
fulfilled, enabling the catalytic soot oxidation in air.

From these different studies, it appears that, when the physical contact conditions
between platinum and soot are not fulfilled, the direct catalytic oxidation of soot in

 

Time 

CO2 Concentration 

Temperature

Figure 1.5: Example of temperature programmed oxidation (TPO)
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Chapter 1 Introduction and objectives

air can not happen. But the role of a possible spillover effect on the intermediate
support is not clear. Weber et al. [28] mixed a platinum and a carbon aerosol from
a spark discharge generator (SDG) in parallel ("loose" contact) or in series ("tight"
contact). They observed as the other authors, that platinum was only active for the
"tight" contact conditions. But in this case, no intermediate support was used, so
that the often cited spillover effect could not play any role. Platinum is thus an
active catalyst for the soot oxidation in air when a "tight" contact between platinum
and soot particles is achieved. This is also valid in absence of any intermediate.

Most of the published experiments have been performed on a laboratory scale to
study the catalysis mechanisms. Experiments on engine beds in real conditions with
platinum FBC or platinum on a coated DPF have only been performed recently.

Jelles et al. [30] performed engine experiments using a platinum FBC and filters
coated with platinum. It was found that the platinum contained in soot (from the
platinum FBC) does not influence the oxidation rate of soot. The platinum con-
centrations used were very low (2 wt% Pt in FBC, corresponding to ca. 0.0002
platinum-to-soot mass ratio) and the platinum particles were supposed to be too
small (atomic dispersion) to even have any catalytic activity. Otherwise, the plat-
inum present on the filter did not have any effect on the balance temperature (the
lowest temperature where an equilibrium between the rate of soot collected and
oxidized is found) when running the oxidation under air conditions. If the catalytic
activity of platinum under "tight" contact conditions was proven, its application
on real engine beds condition seems to depend on other parameters, such as the
platinum quantity and the platinum particle size.

Seipenbusch et al. [29, 38] studied the influence of the platinum surface area and
of the platinum particle size on the carbon oxidation. They deposited soot (from
laser ablation) and platinum nanoparticles on a SiO2 surface, and exposed it to air
at different temperatures. The reaction rate was found to first decrease with the
platinum surface area for low surface areas, and then increase with the platinum
surface area for high surface areas. Seipenbusch et al. proposed the presence of
both a direct oxidation mechanism and a spillover effect. However, the very low
activation energy found for the thermal soot oxidation in air makes the validity
of the method used questionable. The influence of the platinum particle size was
unfortunately not investigated under air atmosphere.

To conclude, if the catalytic activity of platinum under "tight" contact conditions
was proven, its application as FBC or coated filter remains unclear. Moreover, the
question of the influence of the platinum quantity and particle size in the case of
such "tight" contact was still not solved.
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1.5 Presentation of the objectives

From a technological point of view, the great challenge in the next years is to de-
velop coated DPFs that can achieve the same regenerating performance as a FBC -
or better. As the contact between catalyst and soot established on a coating or with
FBC is not the same, it is necessary to clear if it is possible to achieve the same
catalytic effect on both systems. This work was chosen to be focused on platinum
as a reference catalyst for the noble metal family. It should be kept in mind that the
mechanisms involved with platinum will probably be different from those involved
with metal oxide family. From the literature review, it appears that a direct catal-
ysis mechanism can only happen by a "tight" contact between platinum and soot.
Assuming that this "tight" contact is achieved, it is then necessary to know which
parameters influence the catalysis. Following the literature review, it seems that the
platinum quantity and particle size could play a role in the direct catalysis. It should
also be interesting to know if the platinum location (inside the soot agglomerate or
on the soot surface) is relevant. Indeed with a platinum coated DPF, the platinum
particles could only be located at the surface of the filtered soot, and not in the soot
agglomerate as for FBC.

The objectives of this work could be summed up in two questions. First, from
the scientific point of view: do the platinum quantity, platinum particle size and
platinum location influence the catalysis in FBC systems? And secondly, from
the technological point of view: is it possible to achieve the same catalytic effect
between platinum and soot on a coated DPF as the one obtained using a FBC?
The answer to the first question could help to improve the catalytic effect of FBC
systems. The answer to the second question should determine the development
possibilities of coated DPF to achieve the same performance as FBC.

The first requirement to achieve these objectives is to define the catalytic effect of
the platinum, independently of the experimental conditions and the soot used. This
is performed in Chapter 2, dealing with the theory of heterogeneous reactions and
the identification of the kinetic parameters for both thermal and catalytic oxidation.
Chapter 3 presents the two experimental set-ups used to measure the catalytic ef-
fect of soot, as powder or as an aerosol collected on a filter. Chapter 4 deals with
the characterization of different soot sources. The aim is to determine which soot
parameter (structure, composition) influences the thermal soot oxidation, and to
compare the thermal soot oxidation of synthetic soot sources with the one of diesel
soot. Experiments on established DPF technologies for FBC and coated DPFs are
discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents the influence of the platinum quan-
tity, platinum particle size and platinum location using model FBC systems. The

9
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possibility to achieve the same catalytic effect on coated filter than using FBC is
studied in Chapter 7. A conclusion on the results achieved, the answer to the two
fundamental questions and the future research fields is exposed in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Methodology

The aim of this chapter is to define an appropriate parameter, describing the cat-
alytic effect of platinum on the soot oxidation. To be able to compare the results
obtained here with the ones in literature, it is necessary that the parameter used is
independent of the experimental conditions. Most authors define a catalytic "activ-
ity" of a soot oxidation catalyst only in terms of the ignition or peak temperature
during temperature programmed oxidation (TPO) experiments. The temperature of
the peak depends however on the experimental conditions used. On the contrary,
kinetic parameters of a reaction are independent of the experimental conditions.
The first part of this chapter is thus focused on the method to obtain a global ki-
netic law from isothermal or single ramp experiments in the case of the thermal
soot oxidation. The second part concentrates on the influence of the platinum cata-
lyst on the parameters of the kinetic law of the soot oxidation. The pre-exponential
factor ratio between catalytic and thermal soot oxidation is finally selected as the
parameter describing the catalytic effect of platinum.

2.1 Identification of kinetic parameters for the
thermal soot oxidation

The thermal oxidation of soot is an exothermic reaction between oxygen and carbon
contained in the soot. In this section, soot is assumed to be pure carbon (without any
ash or HC adsorbed on the surface). There are two reaction paths to oxidize carbon,
producing carbon dioxide CO2 and carbon monoxide CO, CO can additionally be
oxidized in CO2 (Equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3). In the following, these elementary
processes are assimilated as one global oxidation reaction, and no distinction is
made between the reaction products. This does not affect the way of calculating
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the kinetic parameters of the global thermal carbon oxidation.

C +
1
2

O2 → CO (∆rH
0 = −100,5 kJ/mol) (2.1)

C + O2 → CO2 (∆rH
0 = −393,5 kJ/mol) (2.2)

CO +
1
2

O2 → CO2 (2.3)

2.1.1 Reaction rates and kinetic law

The oxidation of carbon is a heterogeneous reaction between one solid phase, the
carbon, and one gaseous phase containing oxygen. The oxidation takes place at the
interface between the two phases, where oxygen gets into contact with carbon. At
this interface, the reaction products (CO and CO2) are emitted into the gas phase.
Therefore, the interface is always moving. This reactive interface is called the
reaction front of the oxidation [39].

The global reaction rate r of the carbon oxidation in a closed reactor can be de-
scribed as the loss of remaining mass of carbon mc per unit of time t (Equation
2.4). This definition is not entirely satisfying, because the reaction rate is an ex-
tensive variable depending on the reactor size. It is possible to define a specific
reaction rate, related to an extensive parameter of the system. Rigorously, as the
oxidation takes place on the reaction front, the specific reaction rate can only be de-
fined as an interfacial reaction rate ri, where Si is the reaction front surface, varying
with the reaction time (Equation 2.5) [40]. If the interfacial reaction rate is constant
on the entire reaction front surface, then r and ri are related by the Equation 2.6.

r = −dmc

dt
[kg/s] (2.4)

ri = − 1
Si

dmc

dt
[kg/s.m2] (2.5)

r = ri Si (2.6)

The interfacial reaction rate ri can be described with a kinetic law, independently
of the experimental conditions used. The kinetic law is generally reduced to a
function of temperature T and of reactant concentrations [C] and [O2] (Equation
2.7). ki is the reaction rate constant related to the interfacial reaction rate ri. ki

depends on the temperature following the Arrhenius law (Equation 2.8). Ea is the
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2.1 Identification of kinetic parameters for the thermal soot oxidation

energy of activation of the reaction (kJ/mol) and k0,i the pre-exponential factor.
k0,i represents the value of ki at an infinite temperature. The units of ki and k0,i

depend on the units of the reactant concentration functions f([C]) and f([O2]). R
is the gas constant.

ri = ki f([C]) f([O2]) [kg/s.m2] (2.7)

ki = k0,i exp(− Ea

RT
) (2.8)

The kinetic law of a homogeneous reaction presents a reaction order for each re-
actant depending on the elementary processes of the reaction. Concerning the in-
terfacial reaction rate, the reaction order of carbon in the Equation 2.7 is zero and
the function f([C]) is equal to 1 [39]. The function f([O2]) depends on the partial
pressure of oxygen pO2 with the reaction order nO2 (Equation 2.9). The interfacial
reaction rate can thus be described by Equation 2.10, with k0,i having the same unit
of ri, kg/s.m2.

f([C]) = 1 f([O2]) = pO2
nO2 (2.9)

ri = k0,i exp(− Ea

RT
) pO2

nO2 (2.10)

Generally, the reaction front of an heterogeneous reaction is unknown and not mea-
surable. It is thus more convenient to calculate a specific reaction rate related to a
known extensive parameter. The conversion rate rs is commonly used (Equation
2.11). It is the rate of the conversion X defined by the Equation 2.12, with mc,0

representing the initial mass of carbon.

rs =
dX

dt
[1/s] (2.11)

X = (mc,0 −mc)/mc,0 (2.12)

Assuming that the interfacial reaction rate ri is constant on the entire reaction front
surface Si, the conversion rate rs can be related to ri by the Equation 2.13. The
evolution of the reaction front surface with the reaction time will be defined as the
initial reaction front surface Si,0 multiplied by a function of the conversion f(X),
depending itself on the reaction time through X (Equation 2.14). As k0,i and Si,0

are unknown, a global Arrhenius pre-exponential factor k0 was defined (Equation
2.15). Finally, the conversion rate of the carbon oxidation can be modeled with
a kinetic law depending on four kinetic parameters: k0 in 1/s, Ea in kJ/mol, and
f(X) and the dimensionless nO2 (Equation 2.16).
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ri Si = rs mc,0 (2.13)

Si = Si,0 f(X) (2.14)

k0 = k0,i
Si,0

mc,0
(2.15)

rs = k0 exp(− Ea

RT
) f(X) pO2

nO2 (2.16)

2.1.2 Kinetic analysis of isothermal experiments

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a popular method to measure reaction rates
in heterogeneous kinetics [41]. Soot is placed in a crucible inside an oven and the
mass and the temperature of the solid are measured as a function of time. The tem-
perature can be controlled to perform isothermal or temperature ramp experiments.
The TGA device used in this work is described in detail in Chapter 3.

The major disadvantage of this technique is that it is not possible to perform a mix-
ing of the solid phase. Therefore mass transport (oxygen diffusion) or heat transfer
limitations could arise during the oxidation. Some propositions (sample dilution
with an inert solid or limited sample size) were made to minimize them, but it is
impossible to avoid them completely [42]. The aim of this section is to determine
the global kinetic parameters of the soot oxidation (Equations 2.1 and 2.2), not
the intrinsic kinetic parameters for each elementary reaction process. Thus, it was
decided not to take into account the mass transport or heat transfer limitation con-
tributions in the global kinetic parameters. But to compare soot samples with each
other, these contributions have to be kept constant. Therefore, soot samples with
constant weight (not diluted) were studied.

Generally, kinetic parameters of the conversion rate (k0, Ea, f(X) and nO2) are
determined by performing isothermal experiments. A quantity of 10 mg soot (Print-
exU soot from Degussa) was put in the crucible. The oven was run under a nitrogen
flow (60 ml/min) until the isothermal temperature was reached. Then the flow was
switched to oxygen, and the mass mc was recorded. The conversion and the con-
version rate could be calculated as explained before (Equations 2.11 and 2.12).
Isothermal experiments were performed at various temperatures (450°C to 650°C)
and various oxygen concentrations (5% to 40%). Linear regressions (minimization
of the least squares) were performed to determine Ea and nO2 . Then, f(X) and k0

were determined with the help of a chemical or a morphological model for f(X).
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2.1 Identification of kinetic parameters for the thermal soot oxidation

2.1.2.1 Determination of Ea and nO2

To determine the activation energy Ea in the Equation 2.16, isothermal experiments
at various temperatures were performed. The oxygen partial pressure was kept con-
stant (20% O2 in N2). For each isotherm, the reaction rate was calculated at defined
conversions: X = 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9. For each conversion, ln(rs) was represented as
a function of 1/T and a linear regression was performed to calculate the activation
energy. On the Arrhenius plot (Figure 2.1), two reaction zones could be observed.
At high temperatures (T > 550°C, 1000/T < 1.25 1/K) the plot is no more linear:
the conversion rate is partially controlled by mass transport mechanisms (oxygen
diffusion) or heat transfer. At lower temperatures (T < 550°C, 1000/T > 1.25 1/K)
the plot is perfectly linear: the reaction is chemically controlled (no mass transport
limitation). It is the zone were the true chemical activation energy can be calcu-
lated. The average activation energy in this zone was found to be Ea = 160 ± 3
kJ/mol. This is consistent with literature, where Ea in the range 150 - 170 kJ/mol
appears frequently for different soot sources [43–46].

To determine the influence of the oxygen partial pressure on the conversion rate,
isotherms at various partial pressure (5% to 40%) were performed. The isotherm
temperature was chosen at 525°C (the highest temperature of the chemical regime).
For each partial pressure, the conversion rate was calculated at defined conversions
(X = 0.1 to 0.9). A linear regression between ln(rs) and ln(pO2) was performed
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Figure 2.1: Arrhenius plot for PrintexU soot at various conversions
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Figure 2.2: Linear regression between the conversion rate and the O2 partial pres-
sure for PrintexU soot at various conversions

(Figure 2.2). The order of reaction in oxygen was found to be 0.96± 0.02 at 525°C.
This agrees with literature where the order of reaction in oxygen was reported to
be unity [15, 45, 47, 48]. In the following, it was assumed that the reaction order in
oxygen remains constant over the entire temperature range.

2.1.2.2 Determination of f(X) and k0

To determine the function f(X) and k0, the data of the isotherms at 450 - 525°C
with 20% oxygen were used. As the partial pressure of oxygen and the temperature
are constant during the experiment, it is possible to represent the conversion rate as
a function of the conversion (Figure 2.3). There are chemical and morphological
models in literature to describe the function f(X). The simplest one is the chem-
ical "pseudo reaction order model" (PRO, Equation 2.17, [41]). The experiment
shows that the conversion rate first increases with conversion (corresponding to an
increase of the reaction front surface - pore opening) before decreasing. Morpho-
logical models as the "pore growth model" (PG, Equation 2.18, [41]) can describe
such phenomena (Figure 2.4).

f1(X) = (1−X)m (2.17)

f2(X) = m (1−X) (−ln(1−X))(1−1/m) (2.18)
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Figure 2.3: Conversion rate for PrintexU soot oxidation at 500°C and 20% O2
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The parameter m of the PRO and PG models, and the resulting pre-exponential
factor k0 were calculated by linear regression for the four isothermal experiments.
The average for the four temperatures was calculated. The curve showing rs as a
function of X was first interpolated for X varying from 0 to 1 with a step of 0.0025.
Then, the linear regression was performed for both PRO and PG models with the
following linearisation of the model (Equations 2.19 and 2.20). The coefficients A
and B of the linearisation, the correlation coefficient CC and the parameters m and
k0 (assuming Ea and pO2

nO2 known from the last paragraph) of the two models
are given in Table 2.1.

ln(rs) = ln(k0 pO2
nO2 )− Ea

RT
+ m ln(1−X) (2.19)

ln(rs) = A + B ln(1−X)

m = B k0 = exp(A +
Ea

RT
)/pO2

nO2

ln(
rs

1−X
) = ln(m k0 pO2

nO2 )− Ea

RT
+ (1− 1/m) ln(−ln(1−X)) (2.20)

ln(
rs

1−X
) = A + B ln(−ln(1−X))

m = 1− 1/B k0 = exp(A +
Ea

RT
)/(m pO2

nO2 )

Table 2.1: Parameters and correlation coefficients of the PRO and PG models

Model A B CC m k0 [1/s]
PRO 4.5 ± 1.3 0.74 ± 0.03 0.99 ± 0.01 0.74 ± 0.03 4.0 ± 0.4×107

PG 4.9 ± 1.4 0.20 ± 0.03 0.94 ± 0.04 1.25 ± 0.05 4.7 ± 0.5×107

The final kinetic law for each model is written in Equations 2.21 and 2.22. For the
PG model, the parameter m was included in the constant k0. The two models are
compared with the isotherm experimental curve at T = 500°C. The conversion rate
rs is drawn as a function of X on the Figure 2.5. It appears clearly that an isotherm
could not be modeled properly by the pseudo reaction order model for conversions
< 0.1. Unlike the PRO model, the PG model can describe the experiment on the
entire conversion range. For isothermal experiments, it seems also that the PG
model is the most adapted one. Independently of the model used, the activation
energy and the reaction order in oxygen are 160 kJ/mol and 0.96 respectively, which
is consistent with the literature [15, 43–46].
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PRO : (2.21)

rs = 4.0× 107 exp(−160× 103

RT
) (1−X)0.74 pO2

0.96

PG : (2.22)

rs = 5.8× 107 exp(−160× 103

RT
) (1−X) (−ln(1−X))(1−1/1.25) pO2

0.96
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of the PRO and PG models with the experimental Print-
exU soot oxidation at 500°C and 20% O2

2.1.3 Kinetic analysis of a single ramp experiment

To determine the four kinetic parameters of the conversion rate kinetic law (k0,
Ea, nO2 and f(X)) with isothermal experiments, at least five isotherms are needed
(three points for the Arrhenius plot and three points to determine the dependence on
the oxygen partial pressure). Assuming that the reaction order in oxygen is constant
and equals 1 [15], three experiments are still needed. To gain time, it was decided
to reduce the number of experiments, and perform just a single ramp experiment
for each soot sample. Therefore, it was necessary to find a method to calculate all
the kinetic parameters from a single ramp experiment.
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2.1.3.1 Theoretical comments

Theoretically, it is not possible to derive all the kinetic parameters from a single
ramp experiment. Indeed, it was shown that the same conversion curve could be
generated using different kinetic models with different Arrhenius parameters [49].
Thus one specific kinetic model f(X) has to be assumed to determine the kinetic
parameters.

The preceding part has shown that the PG model is more adapted to describe
isothermal experiments on the whole conversion range than the PRO model. How-
ever the applicability of the PG model under nonisothermal conditions has been
widely discussed. The PG model includes contributions from distinct reaction pro-
cesses, which may have very different temperature dependence [41]. Therefore, it
should not be used to describe ramp experiments. It was thus decided to use the
PRO model to describe the kinetic law of a single ramp experiment.

Assuming the PRO model, the kinetic parameters k0, Ea, nO2 and m have to be
calculated by an appropriate method. Slovak [50, 51] proposed to use a direct non-
linear regression method, which is described below. The kinetic law model ob-
tained with this method for a single ramp experiment (PRO-Slovak) was compared
with the kinetic law models obtained from the isothermal experiments (PRO and
PG models) to validate the method.

2.1.3.2 Description of the direct non-linear regression

As seen before, the conversion rate can be written with the Equation 2.16. Two
important assumptions are made in the method of Slovak. Firstly, the evolution of
the reaction front surface follows the pseudo reaction order model (Equation 2.17).
Secondly, the oxygen partial pressure remains constant and independent of the tem-
perature during a ramp (as it was also assumed with isothermal experiments). Then
the conversion rate can be written as following (Equation 2.23) with k′0 including
k0 and the oxygen partial pressure dependence (Equation 2.24).

rs = k0 exp(− Ea

RT
) f(X) pO2

nO2 (2.16)

f1(X) = (1−X)m (2.17)

dX

dt
= k′0 exp(− Ea

RT
) (1−X)m [1/s] (2.23)

k′0 = k0 pO2
nO2 [1/s] (2.24)
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Assuming that the time step between two measurements of X is small enough,
the derivative in Equation 2.23 can be replaced by differences (Equation 2.25).
Knowing the initial point of the TG-curve, X0 and T0 at t0 = 0, further points of
the curve can be calculated from the relation 2.26. The kinetic parameters will
be calculated step by step with a non linear regression based on the least squares
method [50, 51].

∆X = k′0 exp(− Ea

RT
) (1−X)m ∆t (2.25)

Xi = Xi−1 + k′0 exp(− Ea

RTi−1
) (1−Xi−1)m (ti − ti−1) (2.26)

2.1.3.3 Validation of the method

A temperature ramp from 50°C to 700°C (10 K/min) was performed with 10 mg
PrintexU soot. The flow rate was adjusted at 60 ml/min flow rate with 20% oxygen
in nitrogen. The conversion rate was plotted as a function of the temperature. The
kinetic parameters calculated with the model of Slovak are summed up in Table 2.2.
For comparison, the kinetic parameters found under isothermal conditions (with the
PRO and the PG model) are also listed in Table 2.2. The experimental curve and
the three modeled curves showing the conversion as a function of the temperature
are drawn in Figure 2.6.

The activation energy found with the ramp experiments is the same as the one found
with isothermal experiments. The major difference between the PRO-Slovak ob-
tained from a single ramp experiment (with the Slovak method) and PRO model
obtained from several isothermal experiments is the pseudo reaction order m. Ap-
plying the PRO model to a ramp experiment, m is underestimated, leading to an
overestimation of the conversion at high temperatures. The PG model underesti-
mates the conversion for X < 0.5 and overestimates it for X > 0.5. A possible
explanation is that this model could not be applied for ramp experiments [49].

Table 2.2: Parameters and correlation coefficients of the PRO and PG models
Model Ea [kJ/mol] m k0 [1/s] nO2 k′0 [1/s] (pO2 = 0.2)
PRO-Slovak 160 0.9 ? ? 8.27×106

PRO 160 0.74 4.03×107 0.96 8.60×106

PG 160 1.25 4.67×107 0.96 9.96×106
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of the Slovak, PRO and PG model to the experimental
oxidation of PrintexU soot for a temperature ramp (10 K/min, 20%
O2)

The Slovak model does not permit to calculate separately the pre-exponential factor
k0 and the reaction order in oxygen nO2 , but it allows calculating the energy of
activation, and the pseudo reaction order in carbon from one ramp experiment. Ea

and k′0 were found to be comparable with the ones obtained with the two isothermal
models. Therefore, the Slovak method can be used to calculate the activation energy
Ea, the pseudo reaction order m (assuming a PRO model) and the pseudo pre-
exponential factor k′0. In the following, TGA experiments were performed with
temperature ramps to gain time. It was further assumed that all the soot sources
could be modeled with a PRO model. The kinetic parameters were calculated with
the method of Slovak. To be able to compare the kinetic parameters with each
other, a constant partial pressure in oxygen (20% oxygen in nitrogen) was used.

2.2 Definition of the catalytic effect of platinum

The aim of this section is to be able to evaluate the effect of a catalyst on the soot
oxidation. It is thus necessary to compare the effect of two different catalysts on the
same soot, but also the effect of one common catalyst on two different soot sources.
Therefore, the definition of the catalytic effect should be relative to the soot oxi-
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dized. The definition of a catalyst and its catalytic "activity", "degree", "efficiency"
or "effect" is first discussed. The outline of the Arrhenius and Eyring equations is
used to support the definition of the catalytic effect used here. Assumptions made
regarding the kinetic law of the catalytic oxidation are discussed. The catalytic ef-
fect is finally defined as the pre-exponential factor ratio between the catalytic and
the thermal soot oxidation, with the other kinetic parameters being kept constant.

2.2.1 Notion of catalyst, definition of the catalytic effect

A catalyst is a substance that can accelerate the rate of a reaction, or lower the tem-
perature at which the reaction occurs, without being consumed by it. The presence
of the catalyst can not change the free enthalpy of the reaction ∆rG. The equi-
librium state at the end of the reaction remains constant: a catalyst can not allow
a reaction that is thermodynamically impossible. A catalyst has the possibility to
form an intermediary reactant with one or several reactants. The formation of this
intermediate should correspond to an easier reaction path than the one without cat-
alyst (see in Figure 2.7). The intermediate reacts alone or with another reactant in
one or more steps to produce the products of the reaction and regenerate the cata-
lyst. One step of the non-catalytic reaction is also replaced by one or more reactive
steps. The free activation enthalpy of the catalytic reaction ∆ 6=G1 is lower than the
one of the non-catalytic reaction ∆ 6=G.
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Figure 2.7: Reaction path without catalyst (a) and with catalyst (b)
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Chapter 2 Methodology

Most authors working on the catalytic soot oxidation define the catalyst activity
in terms of the ignition or the peak temperature during temperature programmed
(TPO) experiments. This definition has the advantage of being easily applicable
but the disadvantage of depending on the experimental conditions used. In het-
erogeneous catalysis between a gas and a solid, the degree of activity of a catalyst
is described by the turn over of number (TON) and the catalytic efficiency by the
turn over of frequency (TOF). The TON is defined as the number of catalytic trans-
formation in respect to the number of active sites (without unit), and the TOF is
the TON per unit of time (in [1/s]). Transferring this definition to a gas-solid-solid
system (as the O2-soot-platinum system) is quite complicated. Indeed, as the mech-
anisms of the catalysis remain unknown, the active sites that should be taken into
account remain undefined too. Are they the active sites of carbon, where the oxi-
dation happens, or the active sites of platinum, which adsorbed O2? Seipenbusch
et al. [38] defined the TOF for the catalytic soot oxidation as the number of reacted
carbon atoms per number of platinum surface atoms and reaction time. We want to
study if the catalytic effect depends on the platinum quantity and platinum particle
size (Chapter 4). It is therefore more convenient to find a definition independent
of the platinum active sites. Returning to the original definition of a catalyst ex-
plained before, the catalytic effect will be characterized in the following from the
free enthalpy of the reaction, which is a parameter independent of the experimental
conditions used and of platinum active sites.

To access the free enthalpy of a reaction, it is necessary to relate it to the parameters
of the kinetic law describing the conversion rate. The kinetic and thermodynamic
parameters of an elementary process could be related by comparing the Arrhenius
equation (Equation 2.27) with the Eyring equation (Equation 2.28). Both equations
describe the temperature dependence of the elementary process rate constant k.

Arrhenius equation: k = k0 exp(− Ea

RT
) [1/s] (2.27)

ln(k) = ln(k0)−
Ea

RT

Eyring equation: k =
kB T

h
exp(−∆ 6=G

RT
) [1/s] (2.28)

ln(k) = ln(
kB T

h
)− ∆ 6=H

RT
+

∆ 6=S

R

The Arrhenius equation (Equation 2.27) is based on the collision theory (devel-
oped theoretically for gas phase reactions) and is founded on empirical observa-
tions. It supposes that particles must colloide with the correct orientation and with
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2.2 Definition of the catalytic effect of platinum

sufficient kinetic energy if the reactants are to be converted into products. The
pre-exponential factor k0 represents the collision rate multiplied by a steric fac-
tor. The Eyring equation (Equation 2.28) is a theoretical construct based on the
transition state model that can be applied for gas, condensed or mixed phase re-
actions (all situations where the simple collision model is not very helpful). The
pre-exponential term is known as the universal constant for a transition state. kB

is the Boltzmann constant equals to 1.381×10−23 J/K, and h the Planck constant
equals to 6.626×10−34 J.s, so that the universal constant for a transition state is ca.
6×10+12 1/s at room temperature.

The free activation enthalpy ∆ 6=G can be decomposed in an activation enthalpy
term ∆ 6=H and an activation entropy term ∆ 6=S (Equation 2.29). A comparison
between both Arrhenius and Eyring equations (Equation 2.30) allows to relate the
activation energy Ea to the activation enthalpy ∆ 6=H (Equation 2.31), and the Ar-
rhenius pre-exponential factor k0 to the activation entropy ∆ 6=S (Equation 2.32).
Hence, a decrease of the free activation enthalpy ∆ 6=G means a decrease of the
activation energy Ea and/or an increase of the pre-exponential factor k0 (Equation
2.33).

∆ 6=G = ∆ 6=H − T ∆ 6=S (2.29)

dln(k)
dT

=
Ea

RT 2
=

1
T

+
∆ 6=H

RT 2
(2.30)

Ea = ∆6=H + RT (2.31)

k0 =
kB T

h
exp(

∆ 6=S

R
+ 1) (2.32)

∆ 6=G = Ea −RT ln(
k0 h

kB T
) (2.33)

For an elementary process, the free activation enthalpy ∆ 6=G can be directly related
to the activation energy Ea and the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor k0 (Equation
2.33). It was here assumed that the same relation exists for the global carbon ox-
idation into CO and CO2 in presence or absence of platinum. So that both the
activation energy Ea and the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor k0 of the kinetic law
could be affected by a catalytic effect. As it is essential to have just one parameter
describing the catalytic effect, some assumptions have to be made on the kinetic
law to be able to separate the contributions of Ea and k0 on ∆ 6=G.
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Chapter 2 Methodology

2.2.2 Hypothesis on the kinetic law

An illustration of calculation problems of the kinetic parameters for the catalytic
soot oxidation is plotted in the Figure 2.8. The thermal and catalytic (with various
platinum-to-soot mass ratio) oxidation of Vulcan soot was performed in a TGA de-
vice. The obtained conversion curves were modeled with the Slovak method. The
resulting kinetic parameters are summed up in Table 2.3. The temperature T50 and
the conversion rate rs,50 defined at a conversion X = 0.5 are also added. It ap-
pears that the catalyst decreases the temperature T50. Concerning the reaction rate
rs,50, it increases for low platinum-to-soot mass ratio, but for mass ratio superior
to 0.05, it remains constant. The T50 temperature would have been a good param-
eter describing the catalytic effect. However, it depends first on the experimental
conditions used, and second, on the type of soot used.

The method of Slovak to calculate the kinetic parameters m, k′0 and Ea seems to
not be applicable for catalytic oxidation. Indeed, it appears that the three parame-
ters are linked together (they all increase or decrease) but have no relation with the
variation of the temperature T50. The values of k′0 are higher for catalyst oxidations
than for the thermal oxidation. It could be explained by an augmentation of the free
entropy during the catalysis, but the values are abnormally high in comparison with
literature. Besides, the energy of activation Ea increases too, where it is supposed
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2.2 Definition of the catalytic effect of platinum

Table 2.3: Kinetic parameters from the Slovak method for the conversion curves
of Vulcan soot with various Pt-to-soot mass ratio

Platinum-to-soot mass ratio m k′0 Ea T50 rs,50

[mg Pt / mg soot] - [1/s] [kJ/mol] [°C] [µg/g.s]
0 0.9 1.3×108 191 667 1517
0.054 1.5 1.1×1013 212 456 2050
0.105 1.3 1.6×1011 185 445 2016
0.232 1.2 1.6×1010 165 417 2025
0.935 1.9 3.4×1015 218 377 2037

to remain constant or decrease during catalytic oxidation. There are good reasons
for suspecting that the fact that the three parameters vary in the same direction is a
computational artefact [41]. The method of Slovak can not be used to calculate the
kinetic parameters and achieve the free activation enthalpy of catalytic soot oxida-
tion. As it is impossible to perform isothermal experiments for each catalysis, two
assumptions were made on the kinetic law to evaluate quickly the free activation
enthalpy of catalytic soot oxidation.

The first hypothesis is that the function f(X) describing the evolution of the re-
action front surface with the conversion is the same for thermal or catalytic soot
oxidation. Physically, it means that the number of active sites where the carbon
can receive oxygen atoms remains the same with or without catalyst, during the
whole reaction process. This assumption is consistent with the oxygen transfer the-
ory described in Chapter 1 [18, 19]. Platinum particles just act as activated oxygen
donors, but will not create or inhibit active sites on the carbon. Following the oxy-
gen transfer theory, it will thus be assumed that the function f(X) obtained with
the method of Slovak for the thermal soot oxidation remains unchanged in the case
of catalytic soot oxidation.

The second hypothesis should allow to define the catalytic effect by omitting one
kinetic parameter. It has been demonstrated that the catalytic effect (a decrease of
the free activation enthalpy) could result in both a decrease of the activation energy
Ea and an increase of the pseudo Arrhenius pre-exponential factor k′0. Isothermal
experiments on Vulcan soot were performed to achieve the exact contribution of
these two parameters. The corresponding Arrhenius diagram for a fixed conversion
is plotted in Figure 2.9 for both thermal and catalytic (with 0.054 platinum-to-soot
mass ratio) soot oxidation. The two linear regressions lead to two parallel straight
lines with the same slope but different intersections. The catalytic effect results in
an increase of the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor for a constant activation energy.
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2.2 Definition of the catalytic effect of platinum

Physically, it means that the catalytic effect is only due to an increase of the fre-
quency of the carbon conversion into CO and CO2, and that the energy required
for this conversion remains constant. This is fully in accordance with the oxygen
transfer theory described in Chapter 1.

The kinetic parameters of a catalytic soot oxidation were calculated from the one
of the thermal oxidation. The kinetic parameters mth, k′0,th and Ea,th of the ther-
mal soot oxidation are first calculated with the Slovak method. Then the catalytic
conversion curve (conversion versus temperature) is modeled with the same m and
Ea parameters (mcat = mth and Ea,cat = Ea,th) but by adjusting the pseudo pre-
exponential factor k′0,cat. An example of the experimental and modeled conversion
curves by the method of Slovak and by the actual simplified method is plotted in
Figure 2.10. The kinetic parameters of the simplified model are presented in the Ta-
ble 2.4. The simplified method can also model the conversion curve of catalytic oxi-
dation properly, making it a robust method to determine the pseudo pre-exponential
factor k′0,cat.

Table 2.4: Kinetic parameters from the simplified model for the conversion curves
of Vulcan soot

Platinum-to-soot mass ratio m k′0 Ea T50

[mg Pt / mg soot] - [1/s] [kJ/mol] [°C]
0 0.9 1.3×108 191 667
0.054 0.9 3.8×1010 191 456
0.105 0.9 4.9×1010 191 445
0.232 0.9 1.1×1011 191 417
0.935 0.9 3.0×1011 191 377

2.2.3 Pre-exponential factor ratio between catalytic and thermal
oxidation

Figure 2.11 displays the temperature T50 as function of the logarithm of the pseudo
pre-exponential factor k′0 issued from the Table 2.4. The temperature T50 is pro-
portional to the logarithm of the pre-exponential factor k′0. This relation can be ex-
plained easily. Indeed, the temperature T50 is defined by the temperature achieved
for a conversion of X = 0.5. It depends thus on the three kinetic parameters m, k′0
and Ea. As m and Ea are kept constant for thermal or catalytic oxidation, the expo-
nential of temperature T50 varies linearly with k′0, and the temperature T50 varies
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Figure 2.11: Temperature T50 versus the logarithm of the pre-exponential factor
k′0 for the catalytic Vulcan soot oxidation

linearly with the logarithm of k′0. The exponential of the temperature T50 could
have been used to define a catalytic effect. But the relation between exp(T50) and
k′0 depends on m and Ea. And the kinetic parameters m and Ea are not the same
for all the soot sources. To be able to compare two catalytic effects of the same cat-
alyst on two different soot sources, it is not possible to compare the temperatures
T50.

Otherwise, to be able to compare the effect of two different catalysts on the same
or different soot sources, it is necessary to define the catalytic effect as a relative
value to the corresponding thermal soot oxidation. Thus, the catalytic effect will
be defined as A, the ratio of the pseudo pre-exponential factor for the catalytic
oxidation on the pseudo pre-exponential factor for the thermal soot oxidation, with
the kinetic parameters m and Ea being kept constant (Equation 2.34).

A =
k′0,cat

k′0,th

(2.34)

with mcat = mth and Ea,cat = Ea,th
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Experimental equipment

The method to calculate the catalytic effect A = k′0,cat / k′0,th of the catalytic soot
oxidation on the basis of the conversion curve was developed in the previous chap-
ter. Two test benches were used to perform soot oxidation experiments and obtain
the conversion curves. The first and commonly used equipment is a thermogravi-
metric analysis device (TGA). It allows to oxidize a soot powder bed and is pre-
sented in the first part of this chapter. But it does not permit to investigate the soot
oxidation directly on a filter. It was thus decided to develop a test bench with a re-
actor allowing to oxidize soot collected on sintered metal filters (SMF), described
in the second part of this chapter. For both methods (TGA and reactor), conversion
curves were obtained by plotting the reaction conversion as function of the soot
temperature. Concerning the reactor, a radiation model was developed to calibrate
the soot temperatures measured with an infrared camera on the SMF surface.

3.1 Thermogravimetric analysis

The thermogravimetric analysis consists of measuring the variation of mass of a
sample subjected to a temperature program in a controlled atmosphere. The TGA
device used in this work is a SESTYS Evolution 12, commercially available by
Setaram. The operation principle is exposed in Figure 3.1.

The TGA balance is fitted with a beam articulated on a torsion ribbon and can
measure in the range ± 200 mg. The soot powder sample is first put in a 1 cm3

silica crucible. Then the crucible is hung from one end of the beam (with the other
end taking the rebalancing tare) and introduced in the furnace chamber consisting
of a 18 mm water cooled alumina tube. The carrier gas mixture is adjusted from 0
to 100 ml/min and from 0 to 100% O2 in N2. Carrier gas flows from the bottom to
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Figure 3.1: TGA Operation principle (from Setaram prospectus)
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3.1 Thermogravimetric analysis

the top of the furnace. The oven temperature can be controlled with a thermocouple
to perform isothermal or temperature ramp experiments from ambient temperature
to 1000°C.

The temperature of the sample is recorded with an additional thermocouple placed
just under the crucible. The momentary mass of the soot remaining in the crucible
mc is recorded by the balance with a resolution of 0.03 µg. The conversion X can
be easily calculated from the remaining mass of soot by Equation 3.1, with mc,0

the initial soot mass. Plotting the conversion as a function of the temperature give
the conversion curve.

X = (mc,0 −mc)/mc,0 (3.1)

Temperature ramp experiments of 10 K/min were performed under a synthetic air
atmosphere (20% O2 in N2) and a 60 ml/min flow rate. Three PrintexU soot sam-
ples of about 10 mg (effective: 9.9 mg, 9.7 mg and 9.7 mg) were oxidized using
the temperature ramp conditions, to determine the reproducibility. The conversion
curves are presented in Figure 3.2, and their differences in term of temperature for
a conversion of 0.5 were found to be lower than ± 5 K. Applying the method of
Slovak to calculate the kinetic parameters, the energy of activation was found to
be 160 ± 1 kJ/mol with the other kinetic parameters k′0 and m remaining constant.
The reproducibility of the TGA experiment is thus excellent.
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3.2 Soot oxidation on sintered metal filters

The test bench to investigate the soot oxidation on sintered metal filters (SMF)
was constructed and developed at Robert Bosch GmbH, as part of this thesis. It
consists of a reactor at laboratory scale in which a SMF can be exposed to a thermal
treatment under varying gas atmospheres. The soot temperature and the reaction
product concentrations were measured simultaneously. System control and data
acquisition were performed with Labview and Irbis softwares. Conversion curves
can be obtained from the recorded data after having calibrated the gas analyzer
and the measured soot temperature. The model for the temperature calibration was
validated with thermocouple measurements (code available in Appendix A).

3.2.1 Test bench presentation

Description of the test bench is divided into three parts. First, the characteristics of
the sintered metal filter used in this work are given. The reactor developed to oxi-
dize soot collected on this SMF is presented in a second part. Finally, measurement
techniques and data acquisition methods are regrouped in a third part.

3.2.1.1 Sintered metal filter sheets

The filter used in this study is a sintered metal filter commercially available by HJS
(Figure 3.3). For this thesis, it has the advantages of being easy to handle (flexible,
easy to cut) and electrical conductive. The filter consisted of an expanded metal

 
 
 

 

50 nm 
Figure 3.3: Sintered metal filter
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3.2 Soot oxidation on sintered metal filters

(canvas filled with powder) of iron, chrome and nickel. Before any utilization, the
filter sheets are pre-oxidized for one hour at 800°C in air to stabilize the material
before further temperature treatment takes place.

As experiments on an entire filter would require high gas quantities, it was decided
to reduce the filter size to a more convenient laboratory dimension. Depending on
the engine operating point, the exhaust gas flow rate varies between 0 and 400 m3/h
for a 2 liters direct injected diesel motor (Euro 3). It corresponds to a maximal face
velocity of 6.73 cm/s for sintered metal filter with typical geometry (1.65 m2 filter
surface for 4.4 l filter volume). With a 10 l/min gas flow rate, ca. 25 cm2 filter
surface is required to obtain the same 6.73 cm/s face velocity. It was thus decided
to use square filter sheets of 5 × 5 cm. However, as the sheets have to be clamped
on two sides in the reactor, final sheet sizes of 6 × 5 cm were cut.

3.2.1.2 Reactor

After being loaded with soot, the filter has to be oxidized in an appropriate reac-
tor. A reactor was developed to measure simultaneously the soot temperature with
thermography and the reaction product concentrations (CO and CO2) with a gas
analyzer. The reactor was designed as a stainless steel chamber housing the SMF
sheet, equipped with gas inlet and outlet, and a window for thermography mea-
surements (Figure 3.4, left side). As the temperature loss would have been to high
through the window if only heating the gas phase, it was decided to heat the filter
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directly by electric current (from 0 to ca. 170 A) through the sheets. Two electric
cables are connected to the SMF sheet through two brass clamps. These pincers
were embedded in marble plate to be electrically insulated from the stainless steel
wall of the reactor.

Figure 3.4 (right side) shows the reactor chamber with a filter mounted between
the two brass clamps. The gas flows from left to the right, parallel to the filter
surface. The internal face of the chamber was coated with a black paint (Pyromark
serie 2500 commercially by Helling GmbH). A thermocouple was glued to the
internal face of the chamber to get the temperature of the reactor. The reactor can
be closed with a cover containing a sapphire window. Sapphire is transparent in the
midwave infrared (3-5 µm). A copper foam was installed in the channel gas inlet
to homogenize the profile of the gas flow. The reactor was placed in an aluminium
box with insulated materials for security.

3.2.1.3 Measurements techniques

The test bench is composed of the reactor, a gas supply and a gas analyzer, a power
supply, a data logger for thermocouples, an infrared camera and a computer to
control the system and acquire the data (see in Figure 3.5).

Nitrogen and oxygen are supplied through two mass flow controllers - MFC (MKS
GmbH), and conducted to the reactor. At the reactor outlet, a part of the gas (mea-
sured with a mass flow meter - MFM) is pumped through a filter (2 µm diameter
pores) and diverted into the 3 channels of the gas analyzer (Rosemount GmbH).
Oxygen, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide concentrations are measured simul-
taneously in three parallel cuvettes. The oxygen concentration is measured with
a paramagnetic oxygen sensor between 0 and 100%. Carbon monoxide and diox-
ide concentrations are measured with non-dispersive infrared analyzer (NDIR) be-
tween 0 and 5000 ppm and 0 and 16% respectively (see in Table 3.1). The gas flow
path is described in Figure 3.6.

An infrared camera (VarioTHERM commercially available by InfraTec GmbH)
suspended above the reactor is used to measure the soot temperature through the
sapphire window. The camera measures the infrared radiation emitted by the soot
in the midwave spectral range (3.4 - 5 µm). Camera technical specifications are
regrouped in Table 3.2. The camera consists of a focal plane array with 256 × 256
platinum silicide detectors. A stirling cooler is integrated inside the camera to cool
down the detectors. The camera can measure temperatures from -25 to 1200°C
with an accuracy better than 0.1 K at 30°C and a maximal frequency of 50 Hz.
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Figure 3.5: Test bench with reactor (A), gas supply (B), gas analyzer (C), power
supply (D), data logger (E), infrared camera (F) and computer (G)
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of the gas supply and gas analyzer

Gas supply Composition Range
N2 100% 0 - 10 l/min
O2 100% 0 - 2 l/min

Gas analyzer Method Range
O2 paramagnetic 0 - 100%
CO NDIR 0 - 5000 ppm
CO2 NDIR 0 - 16%
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Figure 3.6: Gas flow path in the testbench

Table 3.2: Technical specification of the infrared camera (from InfraTec GmbH
prospectus)

Spectral range 3.4 - 5 µm
Image principle Focal plane array (256 × 256)

Detector, cooling Platinum silicide, Stirling Cooler
Temperature range, accuracy -25 to 1200°C, 2 K

Temperature resolution (30°C) 0.1 K
Time resolution 1 - 50 Hz
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3.2 Soot oxidation on sintered metal filters

The power to heat the filter is supplied by a Hercules (TET Electronic) device.
Currents from 0 to 200 A can be supplied. SMF sheet resistance of the samples
used is about 10 mΩ at room temperature and increases with temperature. Thus a
maximal power of 400 W can be applied. A current of 170 A is enough to raise the
filter temperature to more than 800°C. A current ramp of 2 A/min corresponds to a
temperature ramp of 10 K/min. Thermocouples were placed inside the reactor and
at the gas analyzer inlet to control the evolution of the corresponding temperatures.
A data logger allows to record all the temperatures measured by the thermocouples.

The test bench control was assured through two independent softwares. The soft-
ware Irbis Process (available by InfraTec GmbH) records thermal images and Irbis
Plus (also available by InfraTec GmbH) is then used for their evaluation. The tem-
perature average on an image part corresponding to the visible filter surface can be
calculated. Then a temperature profile of image series can be performed. The re-
sulting temperature to time data (1 s step) are available in ASCII-format. The soft-
ware Labview is the interface between all the other components of the test bench,
and the computer. Figure 3.7 presents the data flow between Labview and the test
bench components. Data coming from the data logger (temperatures) and the gas
analyzer (concentrations) are read and recorded by Labview. The gas supply and
power supply are controlled by Labview (read and written data). All the data man-
aged by Labview are recorded as a function of time with a 1 s step and are available
in Excel-format.
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Figure 3.7: Information flow for test bench control and data acquisition
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3.2.2 Test bench calibration

The soot temperature recorded by the infrared camera and the reaction product con-
centrations measured by the gas analyzer have to be calibrated. The infrared camera
measures a radiation. From this radiation, with the assumption that the emissivity
of the object emitting this radiation equals that of a black body, a temperature is
calculated. This assumption could not be applied directly in the case of the SMF
as its emissivity has first to be determined. Therefore, a model was developed to
calculate the real temperature on the filter surface, and it was experimentally vali-
dated with temperature readings from a thermocouple. The emissivity of the filter
and of soot were also measured with the aid of a reference black body. Concerning
the reaction product concentrations, it was verified that the reactor itself does not
emit any CO or CO2. It was also verified that the filter and the reactor do not cat-
alyze the CO to CO2 by oxidation in the gas phase. When these temperature and
reaction product concentrations calibration are completed, it is possible to calculate
the conversion of C into CO and CO2 from the CO and CO2 concentrations, and to
plot it as a function of the temperature to obtain the conversion curve.

3.2.2.1 Temperature calibration

A radiation model for the reactor was developed based on heat radiation theory.
The model was experimentally validated comparing the temperature measured by
the infrared camera and corrected by the model with the temperature measured
by a thermocouple. The model was then used to determine the filter and the soot
emissivity. These parameters are essential for applying the model to soot oxidation
experiments.

Radiation model for the reactor

The temperature measured by the infrared camera is based on the theory that every
body at the absolute temperature T radiates energy. This energy is composed of
electromagnetic waves of different wavelengths λ. Planck’s law describes the rela-
tion between the radiation Φ and the temperature T of a black body, depending on
the wavelength λ (Equation 3.2) [52]. The infrared camera measures the radiation
on a defined wavelength range. The integration of Planck’s law on this range gives
the relation between the radiation and the temperature of a black body. For the
VarioTHERM infrared camera, this relation is given by the Equation 3.4 [53].
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Φ(T, λ) =
c1

λ5 (exp( c2
λ T )− 1)

[W/m3] (3.2)

c1 = 3.7418× 10−16 [W.m2] c2 = 1.4388× 10−2 [m.K] (3.3)

Φ(T ) =
c1 δλ

λav
5 (exp( c2

λav T )− 1)
[W/m2] (3.4)

λav = 4.5× 10−6 [m] δλ = 3× 10−6 [m] (3.5)

In theory, a completely black body is an ideal body which for each temperature
and each wavelength, absorbs all the incident radiation. This can be illustrated
by the following balance (see in Figure 3.8). An incident radiation Φi arrives on
a body surface. A fraction ρ of the radiation is reflected (reflexivity), a fraction
α is absorbed (absorptivity), and a fraction τ is transmitted (transmissivity). The
conservation of energy imposes that the sum of the reflexivity, the absorbance and
the transmissivity is equal to 1 (Equation 3.6). Bodies are often characterized by
their emissivity ε, that is equal to the absorptivity α (Kirchhoff law, Equation 3.7).
So that the Equations 3.6 and 3.7 leads to the balance Equation 3.8. For a black
body, the absorptivity α - and consequently the emissivity ε - are equal to 1 for
all wavelengths. In reality, black bodies do not exist and the objects are called
gray bodies, having emissivity ε comprised between 0 and 1. It will be assumed
that all gray bodies of this work are diffusive. This means that the emissivity ε is
independent of the wavelength.

ρ + α + τ = 1 (3.6)
α = ε (3.7)
ρ + ε + τ = 1 (3.8)

 

Φi 

τ Φi 

α Φi 

ρ Φi 

Figure 3.8: Energy balance relative to an incident radiation on a surface body
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Figure 3.9: Contribution of radiations emitted by the filter surface, reactor cham-
ber and window on the radiation measured by the infrared camera

The infrared camera measures the incident radiation, Φcam on its detectors. This
radiation results from contributions of the filter surface, the reactor chamber, and
the sapphire window (see in Figure 3.9). In fact, the filter surface emits a radiation
εf Φf , with εf being the emissivity of the filter. As the filter is a gray body, it can
thus reflect incident radiation with the reflexivity ρf = 1 - εf . The reactor chamber
emits also a radiation Φr. The reaction chamber was painted with a black lacquer
which can be assumed to act as a black body (emissivity εr = 1). The sapphire
window is a transparent object with a known transmissivity τw. The window was
assumed to not reflect any radiation, it emits thus itself a radiation εw Φw, with
εw = 1 - τw. The emissivity of the exterior reactor surface and the surroundings
were considered to be negligible: the temperature of these objects remains at room
temperature during an experiment. Finally, the incident radiation measured by the
infrared camera Φcam can be described with the Equation 3.9. Thus, the filter
surface temperature Tf can be calculated from Φcam and Planck’s law (Equation
3.4) , leading to the Equation 3.10.

Φcam = τw(εf Φf (Tf ) + (1− εf ) Φr(Tr)) + (1− τw) Φw(Tw) (3.9)

Φf (Tf ) =
1
εf

[
Φcam − (1− τw) Φw(Tw)

τw
− (1− εf ) Φr(Tr)] (3.10)

To calculate the temperature at the surface of the filter from the incident radiation
on the infrared camera, it is necessary to know the temperature and emissivity of
the reactor chamber, the temperature and transmissivity of the sapphire window
and the emissivity of the filter surface. The model is validated in the next section.
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3.2 Soot oxidation on sintered metal filters

Experimental validation

A thermocouple was soldered onto the filter surface which was then covered with
a reference black lacquer of emissivity equal to 0.98 (commercially available by
Helling GmbH). Thus the emissivity of the filter surface was assumed to be εf =
0.98. The same lacquer was used to paint the reactor chamber. As it does not
have any influence on the results of the model, it was decided to assume that the
emissivity of the reactor chamber εr is equal to 1. The temperature of the reactor
chamber was measured through the thermocouple glued on the internal face of the
reactor chamber. The transmissivity spectrum of the sapphire window was given
by the producer and τw was found to be equal to 0.81 in the wavelength range of
the infrared camera. The temperature of the sapphire window was assumed to be
the same as the temperature of the rector chamber.

Knowing all the parameters of the model presented in Figure 3.9, experiments were
performed to validate it. The painted filter with the soldered thermocouple was put
inside the reactor, and a 2 A/min current ramp was performed up to 500°C (maximal
temperature before the soldering breaks). The temperature of the filter surface and
the reactor chamber were recorded through the soldered thermocouple. The camera
records simultaneously the temperature Tcam of a black body corresponding to the
incident radiation (related by the Equation 3.4). A program was developed with
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between the filter surface temperature Tf calculated by
model and measured by thermocouple
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the Engineering Equation Solver software, to calculate the temperature of the filter
surface Tf from the temperature measured by the camera Tcam and the temperature
of the reactor chamber Tr. The code is presented in Appendix A.

The comparison between the modeled and measured filter surface temperature is
presented in Figure 3.10. It appears that over the examined temperature range
(room temperature to 500°C), the differences between model and experiment are in
a temperature range of ± 5 K. The temperature measured by the infrared camera
can thus be corrected with the radiation model to obtain the real temperature of
the filter surface. The model was not validated for temperatures higher than 500°C
(soldering breakage). It will be however extrapolated for temperatures up to 800°C.

In order to use the model properly during the soot oxidation experiments, the filter
surface emissivity, depending if soot is collected on the filter, has to be determined.
This is the subject of the next section. Otherwise, all other radiation model parame-
ters were obtained as previously: reactor chamber (εr = 1) and window (τw = 0.81)
temperatures were assumed to be the same and measured through the thermocouple
glued on the reactor internal face during the entire soot oxidation experiment.

Determination of the filter emissivity and of the soot emissivity

The filter and the soot emissivities were determined by comparison with the refer-
ence lacquer of known emissivity εlacquer equal to 0.98. A filter was painted on
one half with the lacquer, the other half was kept plain. The filter was then submit-
ted to a temperature ramp, and the emitted radiation was measured by the infrared
camera. The two surfaces (plain or with lacquer) are at the same temperature Tf .
But due to their different emissivity, the infrared camera measures two different
radiations Φcam,lacquer and Φcam,filter for the two surfaces (Figure 3.11).

 

Tf, εlacquer Tf, εfilter 

Φcam, lacquer Φcam, filter 

Figure 3.11: Experimental method to determine the filter emissivity based on the
lacquer reference emissivity
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3.2 Soot oxidation on sintered metal filters

Using the model as described in the preceding paragraph (Tw = Tr measured by
a thermocouple, εr = 1, τw = 0.81), and knowing the emissivity of the lacquer, it
is possible to calculate the temperature Tf of the filter, for the part covered with
lacquer (Equation 3.11). Knowing the temperature Tf and the incident radiation
measured for the plain filter, it is possible to calculate reversely the emissivity of the
plain filter εfilter (Equation 3.12). The same method is used with a filter covered
an half with the lacquer, and an half with PrintexU soot, to calculate the emissivity
of the soot, εsoot.

Φf (Tf ) =
1

εlacquer
(
Φcam,lacquer − (1− τw)Φw(Tw)

τw
− (1− εlacquer) Φr(Tr))

Tf =
c2

λav ln(1 + c1 δλ
λ5 Φf

)
(3.11)

εfilter =
Φcam − τw Φr(Tr)− (1− τw)Φw(Tw)

τw(Φf (Tf )− Φr(Tr))
(3.12)

The filter and the soot emissivity were determined for 12 temperatures varying
from 250 to 750°C. As the emissivity varies with temperature (see in Figure 3.12),
an average was performed to get the final values. The emissivity of the plain filter
is εfilter = 0.81 and the emissivity of the soot is εsoot = 0.93. Averaging affects
the calculated temperature of ± 2 K for the plain filter and ± 4 K for the soot on
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the studied temperature range (250°C to 750°C). This difference is acceptable to
justify to work with the average emissivity values. Knowing the emissivity of the
soot and of the filter, it is possible to use the model to calculate the temperature
emitted by a plain filter, or a filter covered with soot.

3.2.2.2 CO and CO2 concentrations measurement

The conversion curves are calculated from the reaction product concentrations mea-
sured by the gas analyzer. It is thus necessary to assess that the measured concen-
trations really correspond to the primary products of the concentration. It was first
verified that the reactor itself does not emit any CO and CO2 in experimental con-
ditions (notably from the carbon sealing on the reactor cover). The catalytic effect
of the stainless steel surface in the reactor chamber and of the filter itself on the CO
to CO2 oxidation was also studied.

A filter was clamped inside the reactor, and the reactor closed with the cover. A 2
A/min current ramp was performed under a 10% O2 atmosphere (4 l/min flow). The
filter temperature was recorded with the infrared camera and corrected applying the
radiation model. The CO and CO2 concentrations were simultaneously recorded
with the gas analyzer and plotted as a function of the temperature (Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.13: CO and CO2 emitted from the reactor under a 10% O2 atmosphere (4
l/min flow, 2 A/min ramp)
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3.2 Soot oxidation on sintered metal filters

The reactor begins to emit some CO and CO2 at about 750°C. This emission could
be due to the carbon sealing. Indeed, the rector chamber temperature reaches about
200°C at a 750°C filter temperature. Thus the sealing temperature, which increases
also with the filter temperature, can provoke CO and CO2 emissions. However,
the concentrations emitted are very low and do not exceed 5 ppm CO and 15 ppm
CO2 at 800°C. This will be considered negligible in regards to the 100 - 500 ppm
concentrations CO and CO2 emitted during the soot oxidation. Furthermore, the
majority of experiments do not exceed the temperature of 750°C.

The same experiment was performed with two different CO concentrations at the
reactor inlet. The aim is to verify that the reactor and the filter themselves do not
catalyze the CO to CO2 oxidation. The thermodynamic equilibrium of this reac-
tion was first calculated as reference. The CO oxidation reaction was considered
(Equation 3.13). The equilibrium constant K can be written as a function of the gas
partial pressures pCO2 , pCO, and pO2 , and the relative pressure P inside the reactor
(Equation 3.14). At the thermodynamic equilibrium, the equilibrium constant can
be related to the standard free enthalpy of the reaction ∆rG

0 (Equation 3.15). This
last one can be calculated knowing the standard free enthalpy of formation ∆fG0

of each species involved in the reaction (Equation 3.16). The ∆fG0 are given in
thermodynamic tables as a function of the temperature (see in Appendix B). Thus
for fixed O2 and CO concentrations, the partial pressure in CO2 as a function of the
temperature can be calculated with the Equation 3.17.

2CO + O2 → 2CO2 (3.13)

K =
P pCO2

2

pCO
2 pO2

(3.14)

ln(K) = −∆rG
0

RT
(3.15)

∆rG
0 = −2∆fG0(CO2) + 2∆fG0(CO) + ∆fG0(O2) (3.16)

pCO2 = (
pCO

2 pO2

P
exp(−∆rG

0

RT
))

1
2

(3.17)

Two temperature ramps (2 A/min) were performed with 10% O2 and 2000 and 500
ppm CO in N2 respectively (4 l/min). The relative pressure P inside the reactor
was supposed to be equal to 1. The CO2 concentration at the reactor outlet was
measured with the gas analyzer and compared with the one obtained from thermo-
dynamic equilibrium (see in Figure 3.14). For the whole temperature range, the
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Figure 3.14: CO2 concentration from the CO oxidation in a 10% O2 and 500 or
2000 ppm CO in N2 atmosphere (4 l/min flow, 2 A/min ramp)

CO2 concentration measured by the reactor is inferior to the one reached by an
equilibrium. The reaction 3.13 does not reach the equilibrium and is also not cat-
alyzed by the reactor and/or the filter surface. The measured CO to CO2 ratio will
also be considered as the true ratio of primary reaction products.

3.2.2.3 Determination of the conversion curves from CO and CO2

concentrations

Oxidation experiments in the reactor were conducted with the following conditions:
a temperature ramp of about 10 K/min achieved by a current ramp of 2 A/min and
a volumetric flow rate Q = 4 l/min with 10% O2 in N2. From the temperature
measured with the infrared camera, it is possible to calculate the real temperature
of the filter surface by the radiation model. From the CO and CO2 concentrations, it
is possible to calculate the momentary mass of dissipated carbon mc,d (Equations
3.18 and 3.19). Integrating the momentary mass mc,d for i = 0 to i = n − 1
gives the conversion at the time tn (Equation 3.20). Thus, it is possible to plot the
conversion as a function of temperature and obtain the conversion curve.

The reproducibility of the conversion curves was found to be ± 5 K at the tem-
perature T50 (temperature achieved at the conversion 0.5). Figure 3.15 presents the
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3.2 Soot oxidation on sintered metal filters

reproducibility of the oxidation of PrintexU soot. Three oxidations were performed
at the same experimental conditions and an initial mass of soot of 10.2 ± 0.9 mg.
The temperature T50 was found to be 635°C ± 2 K. The temperature difference at
the end of the curve is due to the fact that the experiments with 9.4 mg was stopped
50°C sooner as the two other ones. This has no influence on the calculated T50

temperature.

mc,d = ([CO] + [CO2])Qρ (3.18)

mc,d = ([CO] + [CO2])Q
PM

R T
(3.19)

X(tn) =
n−1∑
i=0

mc,d,i + mc,d,i+1(ti+1 − ti)
mc,d,n

(3.20)

The conversion curves obtained here from experiments in the reactor can not be
used to determine kinetic parameters. Indeed, the calculated soot temperature is
only correct as long as soot is present on the filter. But at a certain time of the
oxidation, there is no more soot on the filter, so that the filter surface under the
soot layer appears. Then the emissivity to use in the radiation is no longer the
soot emissivity εsoot = 0.93 but the filter emissivity εfilter = 0.81. Therefore, the
calculated temperature is no more accurate. This emissivity difference can lead to a
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large temperature difference: when a temperature of 750°C is calculated with εsoot,
then 795°C are calculated with εfilter. Therefore, the end of the conversion curves
should be theoretically shifted to higher temperatures.

As the evolution of the surface emissivity from εsoot to εfilter remains unknown,
the soot temperature was calculated with εsoot for the entire temperature range.
But this temperature can not be used then to calculate kinetic parameters. The
consequence is that the temperature difference ∆T50 = T50,cat - T50,th is used as the
parameter to define the catalytic effect for oxidation performed in the reactor. The
temperature difference ∆T50 is logarithmic proportional to the catalytic effect A =
k′0,cat / k′0,th. But it should be kept in mind that ∆T50 is related to the soot sources
used and consequently, ∆T50 from different soot sources could not be compared
with each other.

3.2.3 Comparison with TGA experiments

To compare experiments performed in the TGA device with the one performed in-
side the reactor, it is necessary to use similar experimental conditions. The PrintexU
soot oxidation was studied in the two experimental equipments.

The mass of the soot sample used in the TGA and on the SMF inside the reactor was
chosen to be the same and kept constant along this study to minimize the influence
of mass transport and heat transfer limitations. In the case of periodic regeneration
in diesel cars equipped with a diesel particle filter (DPF), soot loadings between
4 and 8 g soot per liter filter volume are generally required to start the oxidation.
It corresponds to 25 to 50 mg soot on SMF sheets used in this thesis. However, a
soot bed with high soot quantity promotes large heat transfer and mass transport
in TGA. To reduce them, it is better to work with low soot quantities [15, 42]. A
compromise with 10 mg soot sample (for both TGA and reactor experiments) was
decided.

A temperature ramp of 10 K/min was chosen to perform the experiments in the
TGA. For the reactor, it corresponds to a current ramp of 2A/min. For TGA, all
experiments were performed under 20% O2 in N2 atmosphere and with 60 ml/min
flow rate. This was dictated to be in accordance with previous studies. For the
reactor, all experiments were performed under 10% O2 in N2 atmosphere and with
4 l/min flow rate. This corresponds to the real exhaust gas conditions. TGA and
reactor experiments were thus performed with different oxygen concentration and
flow rate. As long as mass transport and heat transfer limitations are negligible in
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Figure 3.16: Comparison between the PrintexU soot oxidation in TGA with and in
reactor (10 K/min, 10% O2 in N2)

the soot cake, the flow rate should not have any influence of the conversion curves.
On the contrary, as shown in Chapter 1, the oxygen concentration plays a role in
the oxidation rate. Thus, one experiment was performed in TGA with a 10% O2 in
N2 atmosphere to compare it with a reactor experiment.

The conversion curves of the TGA and reactor experiment with 10 mg PrintexU
soot, 10 K/min ramp, 10% O2 in N2 are plotted in Figure 3.16 (60 ml/min and 4
l/min flow rate, respectively). Until a conversion of about X = 0.5, both conversion
curves have a similar shape. From X = 0.5, the conversion in the reactor is higher
than the conversion in the TGA. This can be easily explained by the change of
emissivity on the filter surface. Indeed, the soot temperature is calculated with the
emissivity of the soot. At the end of the reaction, there is no more soot on the filter,
and the real emissivity is the one of the filter. Thus, with the radiation model, the
soot temperature is underestimated at high temperature.

Finally, experiments in the TGA or in the reactor give about the same temperature
T50 (635°C for the reactor against 640°C for the TGA), but the radiation model
does not allow to model the end of the conversion curve perfectly for the reactor.
Thus, no kinetic parameters are calculated for the conversion curves obtained with
reactor experiments. The temperature difference ∆T50 is used in this case as the
parameter to define the catalytic effect within a soot source.
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Chapter 4

Thermal soot oxidation

In order to investigate the catalytic soot oxidation by platinum, different soot sources
were used along this work, as powder or as aerosols. So as to determine if the fu-
ture results obtained for these different soot sources can be further applied in real
diesel particle filters, it is essentially to compare their oxidation behavior with the
one of a reference diesel soot. It was decided to examine in this chapter the influ-
ence of the soot structure and composition on the kinetic parameters of the thermal
soot oxidation. Although no systematic trend was found, the soot presenting the
closest conversion curve shape to the one of the reference diesel soot is also the
one with the closest structure and composition parameters. Diesel soot characteris-
tics were nevertheless observed to vary with diesel engine, so that all soot sources
investigated can be used as a model for diesel soot.

4.1 Soot production, sampling and storage

Six different soot sources including two diesel soot sources were studied in this
work. The production and sampling methods of these soot sources (as powder or as
aerosol) are first exposed. Two soot sources were commercially available as pow-
der and were transformed into the aerosol phase by atomizer (PrintexU and Vulcan
soot). Two other ones were produced directly as aerosol with a spark discharge
generator (SDG) or by pyrolyzing toluene. A diesel driven micro-cogenerator and
a diesel engine were used to produce two diesel soot aerosols. The particle agglom-
erate size distribution was measured by a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS)
for all soot produced directly as aerosol: spark discharge generator soot, pyrolysis
soot and both diesel soot types. All soot can be collected by aerosol filtration on
sintered metal filter (SMF) sheets. The storage conditions of the soot loaded sheets
and of the soot powders are discussed in the second part of this section.
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4.1.1 Synthetic soot in powder form: PrintexU and Vulcan

Two synthetic soot types supplied as powder were commercially available: Print-
exU soot, a flame soot supplied by Degussa AG and Vulcan soot, an amorphous
furnace carbon black supplied by DeNora.

To collect synthetic soot in powder form on a SMF sheet and oxidize them in the re-
actor, they first have to be transformed into the aerosol phase. An atomizer aerosol
generator ATM 220 from Topas (see in Figure 4.1) was used to nebulize the soot
suspended in a solution. The essential part of the aerosol generator is a stainless
steel atomizer. It works as a two-stream nozzle based on the injection principle.
The glass wall facing the nozzle outlet acts as a collision separator: large droplets
return into the solution resulting in a defined particle size distributed aerosol. Com-
pressed air is supplied through an HEPA-Filter to the atomizer. A pressure reducer
controls the compressed air pressure (readable on a gauge), and thus the volumetric
flow rate of the aerosol.

A solution of 1 g soot mixed with 30 ml water and 10 ml isopropanol was used. The
solution was placed in an ultrasonic bath to achieve a good dispersion of the soot in
the solution. The atomizer was operated with 4 bar, corresponding to a volumetric
flow rate of about 4 l/min. The aerosol droplets were filtered through a SMF sheet.
The SMF sheet was heated (ca. 120°C) during the filtration to remove the water
and isopropanol. The filtered soot mass flow rate on a sheet was about 30 mg/h.

The soot structure, and consequently the soot oxidation behavior, can change during
the suspension step. The aerosol generator was only used with PrintexU soot to
compare experiments performed in the TGA device and in the reactor (Chapter 3).
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Figure 4.1: Photo of the aerosol generator ATM 220 from Topas
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4.1.2 Spark discharge generator soot aerosol

Soot collecting experiments from a spark discharge generator (SDG) were per-
formed at the Institut für Mechanische Verfahrenstechnik und Mechanik (IMVM)
of the Universität Karlsruhe. A SDG was used to produce nano-particulate carbon
aerosol by erosion and vaporization of two carbon electrodes in a spark discharge
loop. The loop consists of two carbon electrodes, connected in parallel to one or
more capacitors and a high voltage power supply (see in Figure 4.3). A carrier gas
flows between the carbon electrodes, generating the aerosol.

The discharge was performed regularly with a 50 nF capacity, a distance of about
3 mm between electrodes and a capacitor charge current of 2 mA. Nitrogen was
used as carrier gas through the electrodes with a volumetric flow rate of 10 l/min,
leading to the production of a continuous carbon nano-particulate aerosol with a
mass flow rate of about 4 mg/h. The particle agglomerate size distribution of the
SDG soot aerosol was measured by a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) and
is represented in Figure 4.2. The mean mobility diameter was found to be about 70
nm. The volumetric flow rate through the SMF sheet during the soot collecting is
controlled by a critical nozzle placed after the filter.
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Figure 4.2: Size distribution of the particles agglomerate produced by a SDG (50
nF capacity, 10 l/min N2)
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Figure 4.3: Photo of the SDG of the IMVM - Universität Karlsruhe

4.1.3 Pyrolysis soot aerosol

Pyrolysis soot was produced on a test bench at the institute for aerosol and sensor
technology (IAST) of the university of applied sciences, Aargau in northwestern
Switzerland. A high temperature furnace (1300°C) was used to synthesize soot by
pyrolyzing a toluene aerosol. Argon was used as carrier gas and flowed through
a toluene bubbler with a volumetric flow rate of 0.07 l/min. The resulting toluene
droplet aerosol was first diluted with a 2.54 l/min flow rate of argon, and then led
through the furnace. The furnace consists of a ceramic tube, where the toluene
aerosol was pyrolyzed. With the test bench, a soot aerosol was produced with a
mass flow of about 10 mg/h (see in Figure 4.4).

The soot aerosol was conducted through a diluter working with filtered air. The
aerosol can be pumped directly (without any dilution) through an SMF sheet. The
flow rate through the filter is controlled by a critical nozzle of 1.83 l/min. Alter-
natively, the aerosol can be diluted by the filtered air with a dilution ratio of 740,
before conducting it through a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS). The parti-
cle agglomerate size distribution after dilution is plotted in Figure 4.5. The mean
mobility diameter was found to be about 110 nm.
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Figure 4.4: schematic representation of a pyrolysis oven
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Figure 4.5: Size distribution of the particles agglomerate produced by pyrolyzing
toluene

4.1.4 Diesel soot aerosols

A first diesel soot source was provided by a micro-cogenerator driven with a natu-
rally aspirated direct injected diesel engine, commercially available by Senertec. In
this study the engine was always operated at the maximal power of 6 kW to achieve
dry soot (with few HC adsorbed on it) and high soot concentration in the exhaust.
Sulfur-free diesel fuel was used (< 10 ppm). A part of the soot aerosol (10 l/min)
was pumped from the main exhaust gas pipe with a mass flow of ca. 20 mg/h. The
sampling was performed on heated SMF (about 120°C) to avoid the condensation
of water vapor present in the exhaust (about 10%). The particle agglomerate size
distribution was measured with a SMPS and an mobility mean diameter of 110 nm
was found (Figure 4.6).

A second diesel soot source was provided from the section of industrial catalysis
of the Delft university of technology in the Netherlands. A three cylinder Lister-
Petter (LPW3) direct injected and water cooled diesel engine was used. The engine
was operated at 75% load corresponding to 7.5 kW power, with low sulfur Shell
V-power fuel (ca. 10 ppm S). Soot was collected by passing a part of the exhaust
gas through a glass fiber filter until the back pressure reached 0.2 - 0.3 bar.

Both of these diesel soot sources do not necessary represent diesel soot emitted
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Figure 4.6: Size distribution of the particles agglomerate produced by a micro-
generator by maximal power (6 kW)

from a modern engine. Furthermore, the soot composition and structure change
with the operating conditions of the engine. But a reference diesel soot has to be
defined for this study. In the following, the first diesel soot source provided by
the micro-cogenerator is chosen as the representative one and is considered to be
the reference diesel soot. The second diesel soot source is only considered as an
alternative diesel soot source, and called LPW3 diesel soot.

4.1.5 Soot storage

After the soot was collected on SMF sheets, the filters were transferred and stored
in closed vessel before oxidizing them in the reactor. If soot powder was needed
(TGA experiments), soot would carefully be scraped off the filter, and then stored
in a closed vessel, too. The commercially available PrintexU soot and Vulcan soot
were already supplied as powders in closed vessels. Adsorption of oxygen or des-
orption of hydrocarbon can happen during storing and during transfer, due to the
high porosity of soot. It was assumed that the equilibrium between adsorbed and
desorbed species is reached after a short time and does not change anymore. Thus,
it was decided to study the soot under the current room conditions, avoiding com-
plicated storage and transfer problems to the different soot analysis.
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4.2 Soot characterization

4.2 Soot characterization

Soot was characterized in terms of composition and structure. Soot powder was
sampled and submitted to various analysis methods. The soot composition was
characterized by elemental analysis (EA) for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen
and sulfur. The soot structure was determined by the BET surface area (following
the method of Brunauner, Emmet and Teller), and the soot primary particle size
was measured by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). For soot produced as
aerosol the mean mobility diameter was measured by scanning mobility particle
sizer (SMPS). This knowledge should help to understand the oxidation properties
of the different soot sources and find the soot that models diesel soot the best.

4.2.1 Soot composition

The six soot sources were characterized by their elemental composition, their sur-
face area and their structure. The elemental analysis was performed following the
ASTM D 5291 standard method for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen, and
the DIN EN ISO 20884 standard method for sulfur. Analysis results are grouped
in Table 4.1. The unaccounted-for mass (less than 0.1 wt%) is probably silicon,
aluminium and metals [15]. The bulk density of soot was calculated from the mea-
sured elemental composition, without taking into account the rest of mass.

Table 4.1: Characterization of the composition of different soot sources

Soot PrintexU Vulcan SDG pyrolysis ref. diesel LPW3 diesel
C [wt%] 96.0 99.0 86.7 96.5 90.9 94
H [wt%] 0.7 0.1 0.6 1.4 1.4 1.3
N [wt%] 0.5 0.1 8.0 <0.1 0.9 1.8
O [wt%] 2.4 0.2 4.5 1.9 6.6 2.6
S [wt%] 0.293 0.530 0.129 0.010 0.121 0.200
rest [wt%] 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.10
ρ [g/cm3] 2.182 2.255 1.968 2.188 2.063 2.135

The reference diesel soot was found to be composed of about 91 wt% carbon, and a
non negligible oxygen fraction (6.6 wt%). Such high oxygen fraction was already
found elsewhere [54], where fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) anal-
ysis revealed strongly bonded oxygen in form of C=O, C-O-C, C-O-H and some
aromatic structures. Hydrogen (1.4 wt%) is certainly present in form of adsorbed
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hydrocarbons. But as the motor was run with its maximal power, soot is expected
to contain only a small content of hydrocarbons. More than 1000 ppm sulfur were
found, probably originating from lubricating oil. Traces of nitrogen were also mea-
sured. LPW3 diesel soot differs form the reference diesel soot by a lower oxygen
fraction (2.6 wt%), and consequently an higher carbon fraction (94 wt%).

Both synthetic soot sources, PrintexU and Vulcan, were found to have higher amount
of carbon (96 and 99 wt%, respectively) and higher amount of sulfur (ca. 3000 and
5000 ppm, respectively) than diesel soot. Vulcan soot is a high pure carbon, but
PrintexU soot contains some traces of hydrogen and nitrogen, and also some oxy-
gen (2.4 wt%). SDG soot has a specific composition with a lower amount of carbon
compared to diesel soot (only 87 wt%). This is compensated by a high amount of
nitrogen (8 wt%) and also some oxygen (4.5 wt%). Nitrogen found in SDG soot is
probably present as adsorbed species during the production or the storage. Pyroly-
sis soot was found to have an higher amount of carbon than diesel soot (97 wt%),
but the lowest sulfur amount of all soot sources (100 ppm, close to the resolution
limit of the apparatus). The hydrogen amount (1.4 wt%) revealed the presence of
some adsorbed hydrocarbons on pyrolysis soot.

From the composition point of view, PrintexU soot and pyrolysis soot are the clos-
est to the reference diesel soot. Vulcan soot shows a very high carbon and sulfur
fraction, and SDG soot high oxygen and nitrogen fractions.

4.2.2 Soot structure

Three different methods were used to characterize the soot structure. The surface
area was determined by the BET method (Brunauer, Emmet and Teller). The soot
was first preheated three hours at 300°C. Then the adsorption isotherm was per-
formed with nitrogen at 77 K. TEM micrographs were performed on a Phillips
CM12 working at 120 kV. The soot powder was deposited with a pincer on a SiO2

frit. Using a Gatan multiscan camera 600HP allows a maximal magnification of
750,000 with a maximal resolution of 0.1 nm. The soot mean primary particle di-
ameter dTEM and the standard deviation δTEM were calculated from 50 to 100
measurements on micrographs. The specific surface area STEM was calculated
from the real size distribution measured on micrographs and the soot bulk density
ρ. The mean mobility diameter of the particle agglomerate DSMPS determined by
SMPS was also indicated for soot produced as aerosol. All the results are presented
in Table 4.2, and a micrograph for each soot source is shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: TEM images of PrintexU soot (a), Vulcan soot (b), pyrolysis soot (c),
SDG soot (d), reference diesel soot (e) and LPW3 diesel soot (f)
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Table 4.2: Characterization of the structure of different soot sources
Soot PrintexU Vulcan SDG pyrolysis ref. diesel LPW3 diesel
dTEM [nm] 32 19 7 16 18 27
δTEM [nm] 8 4 2 3 5 10
STEM [m2/g] 87 149 472 175 171 121
SBET [m2/g] 99 235 699 142 158 114
DSMPS [nm] - - 70 110 110 -

The reference diesel soot aerosol was found to form agglomerates with a mean
mobility diameter of 110 nm (measured by SMPS). Agglomerates contain primary
particles of about 18 nm mean diameter (measured on micrographs). LPW3 diesel
soot differs from the reference diesel soot by a higher primary particle size (27 nm
mean diameter). PrintexU and Vulcan soot were found to be composed of primary
particles of 32 nm and 19 nm mean diameter, respectively. Soot produced by the
SDG form agglomerates of 70 nm mean mobility diameter. The primary particles
measured by TEM were found to be very small (7 nm mean diameter). Such a small
structure was already observed for SDG soot [55, 56]. Pyrolysis soot was found to
have a similar particle agglomerate size distribution and similar primary particles
(16 nm mean diameter) as the reference diesel soot.

The specific surface area calculated from the real size distribution obtained from
TEM micrographs is 472 m2/g for SDG soot. When compared with the measured
BET surface area of 699 m2/g, it suggests that some internal pore area is present.
The same effect was observed for Vulcan soot. The BET surface area was found to
be lower than the specific surface area obtained from TEM for the reference diesel
soot and pyrolysis soot. It suggests that the agglomerate compactness masks the
eventual presence of an internal pore area. For PrintexU and LPW3 diesel soot, the
two methods exhibit comparable specific surface area.

Vulcan soot and pyrolysis soot present the closest structure to the one of the refer-
ence diesel soot. SDG soot exhibits very small agglomerates and primary particles.

4.3 Thermal soot oxidation in a TGA device

The thermal oxidation of the six soot sources was investigated in a TGA device.
In a first part, the presence of adsorbed components on the soot surface is studied,
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and the kinetic parameters of the thermal oxidation are calculated for each type of
soot. Then, differences in soot oxidation behavior are discussed, according to the
soot structure and composition, and the presence of adsorbed species. Pyrolysis
soot was identified as the the best model for the reference diesel soot.

4.3.1 Presence of adsorbed species on soot

4.3.1.1 PrintexU and Vulcan soot

To detect the presence of any adsorbed species on the soot surface, the oxidation
was performed in 20% O2 ("normal"), and in 20% O2 after a preheating ramp to
700°C (10 K/min) under N2 ("preheated"). All other experimental conditions were
identical: 60 ml/min flow and 10 mg soot sample. The PrintexU soot and Vulcan
soot were first studied. As the normal and the preheated conversion curves do not
present any difference, it was concluded, as expected, that no hydrocarbons or any
other species were adsorbed on PrintexU and Vulcan soot (see in Figure 4.8).

The kinetic parameters obtained with the method of Slovak as explained in the
previous chapter are summarized in Table 4.3. The modeled curves are also plotted
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Figure 4.8: Conversion curve for PrintexU soot and Vulcan soot with or without a
preheating ramp in N2 (700°C), and corresponding Slovak model fits
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Table 4.3: Kinetic parameters for the PrintexU and Vulcan soot thermal oxidation

Soot m k′0 [1/s] Ea [kJ/mol] T50 [°C]
PrintexU 0.9 8.3×106 160 607
Vulcan 0.9 1.3×108 191 667

in Figure 4.8. The Vulcan soot oxidizes at higher temperatures than PrintexU. Both
soot types show the same pseudo reaction order in carbon. The activation energies
of PrintexU soot was already discussed in Chapter 2 and found to be in accordance
with literature. For Vulcan soot, the activation energy was found to be 191 kJ/mol.
This is comparable with literature where activation energies between 206 and 215
kJ/mol were reported for this type of soot [50]. The difference in activation energy
between PrintexU soot and Vulcan soot is discussed in Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1.2 SDG soot

The presence of adsorbed species on SDG soot was also studied. A very distinct
difference was found between the two conversion curves (Figure 4.9). From the
sample mass difference before and after the preheating ramp, it was found that
about 25 wt% of the soot desorbs in nitrogen. The kinetic analysis of Slovak is
presented in Table 4.4 for these two curves. The direct oxidation of SDG soot
could not be modeled properly with the Slovak model.

Species that desorb during the preheating ramp can not just be adsorbed hydrocar-
bons. Indeed, SDG soot is very porous and can adsorb more species than other soot
sources, but such an amount of hydrocarbons is not present during the production
method (just 0.6 wt% H was found in SDG soot). A better explanation would be
that the oxygen present in the soot (4.5 wt%) oxidizes a part of the oxygen-bonded
carbon atoms during the preheating ramp (C=O, C-O-C, C-O-H). The kinetic pa-

Table 4.4: Kinetic parameters for the SDG soot oxidation before and after preheat-
ing (700°C)

SDG soot m k′0 [1/s] Ea [kJ/mol] T50 [°C]
normal 0 9.6×10−2 36 600
preheated 0.3 5.2×101 78 614
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Figure 4.9: Conversion curve for SDG soot with or without a preheating ramp in
N2 (700°C), and corresponding Slovak model fits

rameters of the normal oxidation without preheating could not model the experi-
ment very well. It can be supposed that oxygen-bonded carbon atoms oxidize with
a different kinetic than the rest of soot, and affects the global oxidation kinetic that
can not be consequently modeled with a global kinetic process.

The kinetic parameters after the preheating ramp are lower than the ones found for
PrintexU and Vulcan soot. The activation energy is 78 kJ/mol. Using the model-
free analysis of the Friedman method [57], Müller found an activation energy of
130 kJ/mol for the thermal oxidation of soot emitted from a spark discharge gener-
ator [56]. Otherwise, activation energy inferior to 100 kJ/nol were not reported in
literature before for the thermal soot oxidation [15]. The application of the Slovak
method to determine the kinetic parameters of the SDG soot oxidation is thus ques-
tionable. In the following, the catalytic effect of platinum on SDG soot is thus only
determined by comparing the temperatures T50 of the thermal and the catalytic soot
oxidation.

4.3.1.3 Pyrolysis soot

The presence of adsorbed species on pyrolysis soot was also studied. From the
sample mass difference before and after the preheating ramp, it was found that
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Table 4.5: Kinetic parameters of the pyrolysis soot oxidation before and after pre-
heating (700°C)

Pyrolysis soot m k′0 [1/s] Ea [kJ/mol] T50 [°C]
normal 0.8 1.1×106 140 575
preheated 0.8 1.4×107 159 584

about 5 wt% of the soot desorbed in nitrogen (Figure 4.10). The kinetic parameters
obtained with the method of Slovak for the normal oxidation without preheating
and for the oxidation after preheating are displayed in Table 4.5.

The presence of hydrocarbons (and consequently its desorption during the preheat-
ing) can possibly be justified by the relative high hydrogen composition (1.4 wt%)
of pyrolysis soot. Their presence could be explained by an incomplete pyrolysis of
toluene in the oven. The oxygen fraction present in pyrolysis soot is comparable
with the one in PrintexU soot, and consequently probably too low to play a role
during the preheating ramp. The contribution of any adsorbed species on pyrol-
ysis soot is however very low regarding the oxidation reaction: the normal soot
oxidation without preheating can be quite well modeled with the Slovak method.

The kinetic parameters k′0 and Ea after the preheating ramp are higher than the
ones for normal oxidation. This means that the oxidation of preheated pyrolysis
soot happens at a higher activation energy than without it. This effect can be pos-
sibly due to a change in the soot surface state during the preheating ramp like a
micropores closing. Or the hydrocarbons adsorbed on soot can liberate some heat
during the normal oxidation, thus accelerating the carbon oxidation. The activation
energy for the preheating oxidation was calculated to be 159 kJ/mol, which is in-
cluded in the range 140 to 170 kJ/mol, that corresponds to most frequent values for
various soot sources [15]. To avoid the contribution of the few adsorbed species,
the catalytic effect of platinum on the pyrolysis soot is studied in the following after
a preheating ramp.

4.3.1.4 Reference diesel soot

The reference diesel soot oxidation with and without a preheating ramp is pre-
sented in Figure 4.11. It was found experimentally that 18 wt% of soot had des-
orbed during the preheating ramp. Kinetic parameters of both conversion curves
are displayed in Table 4.6.
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Figure 4.10: Conversion curve for pyrolysis soot with or without a preheating ramp
in N2 (700°C), and corresponding Slovak model fits
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Figure 4.11: Conversion curves for the reference diesel soot with or without a pre-
heating ramp in N2 (700°C), and corresponding Slovak model fits
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Table 4.6: Kinetic parameters for the reference diesel soot oxidation before and
after preheating (700°C)

Diesel soot m k′0 [1/s] Ea [kJ/mol] T50 [°C]
normal 0 2.7×101 71 584
preheated 0.8 1.5×1010 206 581

As it was the case for SDG soot, the normal oxidation of the reference diesel soot
could not be modeled properly with a one step model. The desorption in N2 can
be likewise due to the desorption of adsorbed hydrocarbons and/or results of the
oxidation of carbon atoms bonded to the oxygen present in the soot (6.6 wt%). It
can thus be supposed that the oxidation of bonded carbon atoms affects the global
oxidation behavior that can not be modeled as a one global kinetic process.

After a preheating ramp the activation energy is very high with 206 kJ/mol. It is
at the upper boundary of the activation energies reported in literature for all soot
sources (100 - 210 kJ/mol) [15]. As for SDG soot, the application of the Slovak
method to determine the kinetic parameters of the reference diesel soot oxidation is
questionable. However, this diesel soot type is in this work only used as reference
soot and is not used to determine any catalytic effects.

4.3.1.5 LPW3 diesel soot

Figure 4.12 presents the conversion curves of the LPW3 diesel soot oxidation with
and without a preheating ramp. The difference between the two curves can be
explained by the presence of adsorbed species on LPW3 diesel soot. About 5 wt%
of the soot was experimentally measured to desorb during the preheating ramp.
The oxidation without preheating could not be modeled properly with the Slovak
method (Table 4.7).

Table 4.7: Kinetic parameters for the LPW3 diesel soot oxidation before and after
preheating (700°C)

LPW3 soot m k′0 [1/s] Ea [kJ/mol] T50 [°C]
normal 0 1.9×102 91 646
preheated 0.7 1.6×107 173 649
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Figure 4.12: Conversion curves for LPW3 diesel soot with or without a preheating
ramp in N2 (700°C), and corresponding Slovak model fits

The desorption in N2 is certainly due to the desorption of adsorbed hydrocarbons.
As in the case of pyrolysis soot, the oxygen fraction is probably too low to affect
the preheating. The activation energy for the oxidation after the preheating is 173
kJ/mol, which is comparable with literature [15]. Concerning the further investiga-
tion of the catalytic effect on the LPW3 soot oxidation, preheating ramp have to be
performed to avoid the interaction of the desorption step.

4.3.1.6 Discussion

The presence of adsorbed species determines the shape of the conversion curve at
low temperatures, and also whether a one-step kinetic model can be used. PrintexU
soot and Vulcan soot do not contain any adsorbed species and could be modeled
very well with the Slovak method in both cases.

Pyrolysis soot and LPW3 diesel soot contain a certain fraction of hydrocarbons. For
pyrolysis soot, the fraction was so low that the normal oxidation could be quite well
modeled with the Slovak method. The activation energy of the oxidation without
preheating is lower than the one after preheating. A possible explanation is that
the hydrocarbons adsorbed on soot can be oxidized during the normal oxidation
liberating some heat and supporting the carbon oxidation. Another argumentation
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is that the preheating affects the soot structure by closing micropores. The fraction
of adsorbed species in LPW3 diesel soot was too high to applied the Slovak method
on the normal oxidation (without preheating). In the following preheating ramps
are performed for these two soot sources to avoid the influence of adsorbed species
on the catalytic soot oxidation.

SDG soot and reference diesel soot also probably contain some adsorbed hydro-
carbons, but not enough to explain the great part of soot that disappears during
the preheating ramp. Both of them also contain a high fraction of oxygen. It was
assumed that the carbon bonded to oxygen can be oxidized during the preheat-
ing (C=O, C-O-C, C-O-H and some aromatic structures). The normal oxidation
could not be modeled with the Slovak method. Furthermore, the application of this
method to determine the kinetic parameters of the oxidation after a preheating is
also questionable. A very low activation energy was calculated for SDG soot, and a
high activation energy was calculated for the reference diesel soot [15]. Performing
isotherm experiments could help to determine the validity of the calculated kinetic
parameters. In the following, to study the catalytic effect of platinum on SDG
soot, only the temperature T50 is considered. Regarding the presence of adsorbed
species, SDG is the soot that models the reference diesel soot the best.

4.3.2 Differences between synthetic and diesel soot

The oxidation behavior of the six soot sources are compared with each other after
removing any adsorbed species, according to the soot structure and composition.
Conversion curves of the thermal oxidation after a preheating to 700°C are summa-
rized in Figure 4.13. The corresponding kinetic parameters from the Slovak model
are summed up in Table 4.8. The temperature T50 indicates the position of the con-
version curve relatively to the temperature axis. The activation energy Ea gives an

Table 4.8: Kinetic parameters for the six soot sources after preheating to 700°C

Soot m k′0 [1/s] Ea [kJ/mol] T50 [°C]
PrintexU 0.9 8.3×106 160 607
Vulcan 0.9 1.3×108 191 667
SDG 0.3 5.2×101 78 614
pyrolysis 0.8 1.4×107 159 584
ref. diesel 0.8 1.5×1010 206 581
LPW3 diesel 0.7 1.6×107 173 649
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Figure 4.13: Conversion curves for the six soot sources after preheating to 700°C

information on the curve slope. A straight-forward dependence between the soot
composition, the soot structure and the conversion curve shape parameters T50 and
Ea could not be found.

It had been expected that soot with small primary particle diameter (determined on
TEM micrographs) oxidizes at lower temperatures or with a lower activation en-
ergy. However, if SDG soot presents the lowest diameter and the lowest activation
energy, it is not a systematic trend. Comparing two synthetic soot sources with
each other, PrintexU soot and Vulcan soot, Vulcan soot presents the lower diame-
ter, and also the higher temperature T50 and activation energy Ea. The structure is
thus not the only parameter controlling the oxidation. Regarding the soot composi-
tion, Vulcan soot presents the highest carbon fraction, and the highest temperature
T50. It could be expected that soot without impurities oxidizes at higher tempera-
tures or with a higher activation energy than soot containing impurities. However,
this is also not a systematic trend. Comparing pyrolysis soot with LPW3 diesel
soot gives a contra-example. Pyrolysis soot presents the higher carbon fraction but
lower energy of activation and temperature T50. No systematic trend regarding the
influence of the soot structure and composition on the conversion curves shape was
found. However, both of them play a certain role on it. Indeed, the soot present-
ing the closest conversion curve shape to the one of the reference diesel soot is the
pyrolysis soot. Pyrolysis soot is also the only soot that presents both structure and
composition parameters close to the reference diesel soot.
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It was discussed that not only the soot structure, but also the soot nanostructure
(length and curvature of the graphene segments in the soot primary particles) de-
termines the soot oxidation [58]. It was found that soot presenting fullerene like
structures such as SDG soot oxidizes at lower temperatures than well-graphitized
soot [55, 56]. As Vulcan soot is an amorphous furnace carbon black, it is pre-
sumably more graphitized than the flame soot PrintexU for example, and it could
explain why Vulcan soot oxidizes at high temperatures. The difference between the
reference diesel soot and LPW3 diesel soot - two soot sources produced by diesel
engines - can not be explained yet. The reference diesel soot was produced on a
recent engine (2004) and LPW3 diesel soot on an old one (1996). It was argued
that soot emitted from recent engines that fulfill the Euro 4 standard presents a
more fullerene like nanostructure than soot emitted from old engines [55,56]. This
could explain why the LPW3 diesel soot oxidizes at higher temperatures than the
reference diesel soot.

From the actual soot comparison, it can be concluded that pyrolysis soot models
the reference diesel soot the best from a structure and an elemental composition
point of view. Considering the presence of adsorbed species, SDG soot models the
reference diesel soot the best. However, excepting Vulcan soot, all synthetic soot
types (PrintexU, SDG and pyrolysis) present conversion curves comprised between
the ones of the two diesel soot types (the reference diesel soot and LPW3 diesel
soot). The shape of the conversion curve for Vulcan soot is additionally very closed
to the one of LPW3 diesel soot, displaying a temperature shift lower as 20 K. It is
consequently assumed that all the future results obtained on the synthetic soot types
could be applied on real diesel soot.
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Chapter 5

Catalytic soot oxidation by platinum
using established DPF technologies

The aim of this chapter is to investigate the catalytic effect of platinum on the oxi-
dation of diesel soot (LPW3 and reference diesel soot), using two established diesel
particle filter (DPF) technologies: a fuel borne platinum catalyst (FBC) and a plat-
inum coated sintered metal filter (SMF). The catalytic effect of the platinum FBC
was investigated by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), and observed to increase
with the platinum quantity in the soot. This dependence will be discussed in more
details in Chapter 6. The catalytic effect of the platinum coated SMF was investi-
gated in the reactor presented in Chapter 3. An intermediate fibre supporting the
platinum catalyst was applied onto the SMF. The fibre itself played a positive role
on the soot oxidation but the platinum did not exhibit any catalytic effect, even with
very high platinum quantities. The contact between platinum and soot particles was
presumably too small, so that the possibility to achieve the same catalytic effect on
a coated filter as using a FBC will be investigated in Chapter 7.

5.1 Fuel Borne Catalyst

In this part, the catalytic effect of a platinum FBC is investigated. Platinum-doped
soot produced with different FBC concentrations was sampled from the LPW3
diesel engine and characterized by elemental analysis and TEM micrographs. This
allows the determination of platinum quantity, location (in the soot agglomerate or
on the soot surface), and particle size. The catalytic effect of the sample was deter-
mined from conversion curves obtained by TGA experiments. The catalytic effect
was determined as A = k′0,cat / k′0,th, as defined in Chapter 2. Over the studied
range, the catalytic effect increases with the total platinum quantity. However, due
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to the sample characteristics, no conclusion concerning the form of this increase,
the influence of the platinum particle size and influence of the platinum location
could be made. This will be investigated in Chapter 6.

5.1.1 Production and characterization of platinum-doped soot

The preparation of the platinum-doped samples is first presented. The characteri-
zation methods used to determine the platinum quantity, the platinum location and
the platinum particle size are briefly exposed and their results are discussed.

5.1.1.1 Production on an LPW3 diesel engine

The platinum-doped LPW3 soot samples were all produced and collected at the
section of industrial catalysis of the Delft university of technology in the Nether-
lands. They originated from a platinum additive in the fuel of the LPW3 diesel
engine. The LPW3 engine was already described in the Chapter 4. The engine was
operated at 75% load. The platinum additive "Platinum Plus 3100SC" containing 2
wt% platinum was supplied by Clean Diesel Technologies, Inc. Shell V-power fuel
with low sulfur content was used.

The standard procedure consists in homogeneously mixing the platinum additive
with the fuel to achieve concentrations of 10, 20 and 50 ppm Pt in fuel. For each
additive concentration, the engine was first operated on the new concentration for
at least 24 h to prevent substantial memory effects. The engine exhaust pipe and
the filter holder were cleaned before operating the engine again and beginning the
soot sampling. When the back pressure reaches 200 - 300 hPa across the glass fibre
filter, the soot was scraped off and stored in a bottle. From previous experiments
performed at Delft, the emission factor (soot emission to fuel consumption ratio)
is known to be rather high with 3.5×10−3. Assuming that 50 wt% of the platinum
recovered in the collected soot [59,60], platinum-to-soot mass ratio (mg platinum /
mg soot) of 0.0014, 0.0027 and 0.0068 are attended in the collected soot sample.

5.1.1.2 Characterization of the platinum quantity, location and particle size

The platinum quantity and the platinum location in the soot agglomerate or on
the soot surface were both determined by elemental analysis (EA). Two different
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Table 5.1: Platinum quantity and location in the platinum-doped soot

Pt in fuel [ppm Pt in fuel] 10 20 50
expected Pt quantity [mg Pt / mg soot] 0.0014 0.0027 0.0068
total Pt quantity [mg Pt / mg soot] 0.0020 0.0030 0.0070
accessible Pt quantity [mg Pt / mg soot] 0.0008 0.0018 0.0048
ratio: accessible Pt / total Pt [%] 40 60 70

preparation methods were used. The following experimental procedure was per-
formed to measure the soot quantity on the soot surface. The platinum-doped soot
samples were dispersed in aqua regia (a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acids:
HNO3 + 3 HCl). The fraction of platinum which is present on the soot surface
- and consequently accessible to the aqua regia - dissolves in the solution. Soot
possibly containing some platinum particles trapped inside the agglomerate was
removed from the solution by filtration. The platinum concentration in the solution
was then analyzed through inductive coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy
(ICP-OES).

To measure the total platinum quantity present in soot, an alternative experimental
procedure was performed. Soot was first oxidatively removed from the sample with
a mixture of nitric and sulfuric acid. Then the residue was dispersed in aqua regia.
Thus, all the platinum present on and in the soot was dissolved in the solution. The
platinum concentration in the solution was again determined by ICP-OES.

The platinum quantities are displayed as the ratio between the platinum mass and
the soot mass (mg Pt / mg soot). The total and accessible quantities of platinum
present in the three soot samples are grouped in Table 5.1. The experimentally de-
termined total platinum quantities are in good agreement with the expected ones.
The fraction of accessible platinum (or platinum present on the soot surface) in-
creases with the total platinum quantity.

The platinum size was measured on TEM micrographs. A micrograph for each
sample is presented in Figure 5.1. The mean diameter and the standard deviation
are summarized in Table 5.2. With this technique, no platinum was observed for the
platinum-doped soot produced with 10 ppm platinum in fuel. Either the platinum
particles were too small to be observed (< 1.5 nm), or they were very non-uniformly
distributed on the TEM grid. For the two other samples, the highly contrasting
platinum points are easy to identify. The platinum particle mean diameter was
found to be 4 nm for the 20 ppm Pt in fuel sample and 9 nm for the 50 ppm Pt in
fuel sample. The platinum particle size increases with the platinum quantity.
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Figure 5.1: TEM image of plain LPW3 diesel soot (a), with 10 ppm additive in
fuel (b), 20 ppm (c) and 50 ppm (d)

Table 5.2: Platinum particle size and surface area in the platinum-doped soot

Pt in fuel [ppm Pt in fuel] 10 20 50
dTEM [nm] - 4 9
σTEM [nm] - 1 3
STEM,total [m2 total Pt / g Pt] - 70 31
STEM,total,soot [m2 total Pt / g soot] - 0.21 0.22
STEM,accessible,soot [m2 accessible Pt / g soot] - 0.13 0.15
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5.1 Fuel Borne Catalyst

As all the observed platinum particles on TEM micrographs had nearly circular
shapes, it was assumed that the platinum was present as spherical particles. With
this assumption, it is possible to calculate the total specific surface area of the plat-
inum particles. This specific surface area can be related to the platinum mass or the
soot mass. Knowing the fraction of accessible platinum, it is also possible to cal-
culate the platinum accessible surface area related to the soot mass. These values
are summarized in Table 5.2. The total and the accessible platinum surface areas
are almost the same for the two samples.

5.1.2 Influence of the platinum quantity on the catalytic effect

The catalytic effect of platinum on the oxidation of LPW3 diesel soot was deter-
mined by performing ramp experiments in the TGA device. In Chapter 4, it was
observed that LPW3 diesel soot contained some adsorbed species (probably hydro-
carbons). To avoid complicating the analysis with the influence of the adsorbed
hydrocarbons on the catalytic effect, it was decided to perform the oxidation ramp
after eliminated these species during a preheating ramp in N2 until 700°C. The
experimental procedure consists thus in first heating a 10 mg sample in N2 (60
ml/min, 10 K/min), and after cooling, performing the oxidation under a 20% O2 in
N2 atmosphere (60 ml/min) with a ramp of 10 K/min. The conversion curves ob-
tained for the plain LPW3 diesel soot and the three platinum-doped LPW3 diesel
soot are represented in Figure 5.2.

The catalytic effect of each platinum-doped soot sample was calculated as ex-
plained in Chapter 2. The kinetic law was assumed to be governed by a pseudo
reaction order model (PRO) (equations 5.1 and 5.2):

dX

dt
= k′0 exp(− Ea

RT
) (1−X)m [1/s] (5.1)

k′0 = k0 pO2
nO2 [1/s] (5.2)

The kinetic parameters mth, k′0,th and Ea,th of the plain LPW3 diesel soot thermal
oxidation were first determined by the method of Slovak. Then, by assuming that
mcat = mth and Ea,cat = Ea,th, the pre-exponential factor k′0,cat is calculated for
the catalytic oxidation of platinum-doped soot samples. The kinetic parameters are
grouped in Table 5.3, and the modeled conversion in Figure 5.2.

The catalytic activity of a platinum fuel borne catalyst (FBC) was tested on an en-
gine test bench by Jelles et al. [30]. They concluded that platinum does not present
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5.1 Fuel Borne Catalyst

any activity on the soot oxidation. Contrary to these experiments, the platinum-
doped LPW3 diesel soot studied here exhibits a catalytic effect. The influence of
the total platinum quantity present in samples is shown in Figure 5.3. The catalytic
effect increases with the total platinum quantity. Jelles et al. [30] performed experi-
ments with only 2 ppm platinum in fuel. The final platinum quantity in the soot was
not measured, but can be assumed to be less than 0.0005 platinum-to-soot (mg Pt /
mg soot). Assuming a linear relation between the catalytic effect and the platinum
quantity, this would correspond to an increase of the pre-exponential factor of about
1.2, or to a T50 temperature decrease of 5 K with the experimental condition used
here. Jelles et al. [30] characterized the catalytic activity as the "balance point tem-
perature". It is the lowest temperature where an equilibrium can be found between
the rate of collected and oxidized soot on the filter. As the recorded temperatures
by Jelles et al. have an accuracy of 5 K, it is possible that the catalytic effect was
not measurable, but nevertheless present.

Table 5.3: Kinetic parameters from Slovak model for the conversion curves of
platinum-doped soot

Platinum-to-soot mass ratio m k′0 Ea T50 A = k′
0,cat

k′
0,th

[mg Pt / mg soot] - [1/s] [kJ/mol] [°C] -
0 0.7 1.6×107 173 649 -
0.002 0.7 5.0×107 173 602 3.2
0.003 0.7 5.7×107 173 599 3.7
0.007 0.7 1.9×108 173 545 11.9

The increasing catalytic effect of a platinum FBC on the LPW3 diesel soot oxida-
tion is thus demonstrated in the range of platinum-to-soot ratios between 0.002 and
0.007 in the sample. It would be interesting to determine if this trend persists also
for larger platinum quantities. Furthermore, the contribution of the platinum parti-
cles located in the soot or on the soot surface could not be separated here. Indeed,
this could only be determined by comparing the catalytic effect of samples contain-
ing the same total quantity of platinum but with different ratios accessible to total
platinum. The influence of the platinum surface area related to the mass of soot on
the catalytic effect could not be determined either. Indeed, the samples studied here
exhibit too similar catalytic effect, and the determination of the platinum surface
area related to the soot mass from TEM micrographs is too imprecise.

The influence of the platinum quantity over a wide range, the influence of the plat-
inum particle location, and the influence of platinum surface area and particle size
will thus be studied in more details and with additional experiments in Chapter 6.
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5.2 Coated Filter

The catalytic effect of a platinum coated sintered metal filter (SMF) was investi-
gated. In order to enhance the contact between platinum and soot particles, the
platinum was not deposited directly onto the SMF, but onto an Al2O3 fibre which
has a higher surface area than the SMF. The preparation and the characterization
of the coating is presented first. Coated SMF were loaded with the reference diesel
soot and oxidized in the reactor already presented in Chapter 3. As kinetic parame-
ters could not be calculated from conversion curves obtained by these experiments
(see Chapter 3), the catalytic effect was characterized as the difference of the tem-
perature T50,th of the thermal diesel soot oxidation, and the temperature T50,cat of
the catalytic diesel soot oxidation. The Al2O3 fibre itself was found to decrease
the diesel soot oxidation temperature. Platinum only catalyzes the oxidation of ad-
sorbed species in soot but does not decrease the soot oxidation temperature. The
contact between platinum and soot particles was probably too small to enable any
catalytic effect.

5.2.1 Coating preparation and characterization

To enhance the contact possibilities between platinum and soot, it was decided to
use an intermediate fibre on the SMF. The fibre is commercially available by Saffil
and consists of 97 wt% Al2O3 and 3 wt% Silica. The median fiber diameter is
around 3 to 3.5 µm, and the surface area 150 to 200 m2/g. The fibre was first
dispersed in Disperal solution (commercially available by Sasol), and filtered onto
the SMF with an aspirating apparatus. The concentration of fibres in the Disperal
solution was adjusted to obtain 130 mg fibre on the SMF sheet. After drying (one
hour at 110°C and 30 minutes at 650°C), the SMF coated with fiber was loaded with
platinum. The SMF coated with fiber was simply dipped in a platinum nitrate (PN)
solution for 30 seconds. The fiber was found to absorb about 5 times its weight of
solution. By varying the platinum concentration in the solution, it was possible to
vary the platinum loading on the fibre. The SMF was finally dried 2 hours at 110°C
and calcined 30 minutes at 650°C.

Plain fibre characteristics were first investigated. Images of the Al2O3 fibre were
performed with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) at 200 times magnification
(Figure 5.4). The median fiber diameter was found to be of 5 µm, with a dispersion
of 2 µm, which is a little higher as the expected fibre size of 3 µm . A surface
area of 171 m2/g was measured with the BET method. It is consistent with the data
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100 µm 

Figure 5.4: SEM image of Al2O3 fibre

given by the producer (150 - 200 m2/g). The SMF also exhibits a higher surface
area than the geometrical area, due to its porosity. It was measured by the BET
method with Krypton (Kr), and found to be of 0.02 m2/g. The fibre thus enhances
the surface area of a plain SMF sheet up to 104 times.

The quantity of platinum present on the fiber was determined by elemental analy-
sis (EA). The fibre layer was carefully scraped off the filter, and dissolved in aqua
regia. After filtration, the platinum concentration in solution was determined by
ICP-OES. The expected and measured platinum quantities on SMF sheets are pre-
sented in Table 5.4. The two first fibre samples (fibre-1 and fibre-2) exhibit about
40 wt% of the expected platinum on the fibre. It is possible that the platinum rest
has deposited directly on the SMF, or that it remained in the solution. The last fibre
sample (fibre-3) shows slightly more platinum than expected.

Table 5.4: Platinum quantities present on SMF sheets

SMF Sheet Fibre weight Expected Pt on fibre Measured Pt on fibre
[mg] [mg] [mg]

Fibre-1 130 130 50.8
Fibre-2 130 78 33
Fibre-3 130 15.6 17.7
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The size of the platinum particles was investigated on TEM images (Figure 5.5).
TEM micrograph of plain Al2O3 shows that the fibre surface is not perfectly smooth
but presents some particles clusters, possibly composed of Al2O3 or SiO2 (silica).
Platinum is mostly bonded to these clusters. The platinum particle mean diameter
is 9 nm with a standard dispersion of 3 nm for the three coated fibres, independently
of the platinum loading.

5.2.2 Experimental results of the catalytic effect

Plain and coated SMF (with Al2O3 fibre and platinum) were loaded with about 2.5
g reference diesel soot / m2 SMF, corresponds to 6.3± 1.2 mg reference diesel soot
on the 5× 5 cm SMF sheet. Reference diesel soot was provided by the diesel driven
micro-cogenerator operated at 6 kW (characterized in Chapter 4). SEM images
after one fifth loading (0.5 g soot / m2 SMF) are shown in Figure 5.6. Closed
and compact soot layers are built up on a plain SMF, which is typical for surface
filtration. Coated SMF presents soot deposited on fibres with larger concentrations
on fibre crossings. The fibres allow deep bed filtration with enhanced contact area
between soot and fibre.

After loading, SMF sheets were oxidized in the reactor presented in Chapter 3 (4
l/min, 10% O2 in N2, ca. 10 K/min), with or without a preheating ramp in N2.
Conversion curves were compared with each other, but no kinetic parameters could
be calculated from these curves, as explained in Chapter 3. Thus, the catalytic effect
was determined by comparing the temperature T50,th of the thermal oxidation to
the temperature T50,cat of the the catalytic oxidation. It has the disadvantage that
the catalytic effect depends on the experimental condition used and could not be
compared with experiments conducted in TGA device for example.

Conversion curves of diesel soot loaded on plain SMF and on SMF coated with
fibre (but without platinum) are presented in Figure 5.7, and the corresponding
temperatures T50 in Table 5.5. Compared to the conversion curve in TGA (Chapter
4, Figure 4.11), the temperature T50 of the reference diesel soot oxidation in reactor
is about 45 K higher. This is due to the different O2 concentrations used in the
TGA (20%) and in the reactor (10%), and was already observed for PrintexU soot
in Chapter 3.

Figure 5.7 shows that the fibre itself lowers the temperature T50 by about 30 K,
independently of the preheating ramp. This effect is possibly be due to a change of
packing density of the soot agglomerates deposited on the fibres. The deep bed fil-
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Figure 5.5: TEM image of Al2O3 fibre (black) loaded with platinum: plain (a),
17.7 mg Pt (b), 33 mg Pt (c) and 50.8 mg Pt (d)
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Figure 5.6: SEM images of plain (a) and fibre coated (b) SMF at 0.5 g reference
diesel soot / m2 SMF loading
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Table 5.5: Temperature T50, platinum and soot quantities for plain, fibre coated
SMF and platinum-fibre coated SMF

Name Pt Soot Pt-to-soot mass ratio T50

[mg] [mg] [mg Pt / mg soot] [°C]
Plain SMF - 6.6 - 627
Plain SMF (preheated) - 6.0 - 639
Fibre - 5.2 - 600
Fibre (preheated) - 7.5 - 611
Fibre-3 17.7 5.6 3.2 597
Fibre-2 33 5.7 5.8 586
Fibre-2 (preheated) 33 6.4 5.2 613
Fibre-1 50.8 6.2 8.2 591

tration occurring on fibres exhibits a loosely packing density, which is consequently
more accessible to O2, could lower the oxygen transport limitations in the soot bed
and increases the soot oxidation rate. The fibre also enhances the elimination of
adsorbed species: at a temperature of 500°C for example, the reference diesel soot
conversion on fibre is twice higher than on plain SMF (0.2 and 0.1 respectively).
For conversions higher than 0.5, the temperature-shift to lower temperatures for the
two curves concerning the fibre can be explained by the great emissivity change
between the soot (black) and the fibre (white). This effect was already discussed in
details in Chapter 3.

Conversion curves of diesel soot loaded on SMF coated with fibre containing var-
ious platinum amount are presented in Figure 5.8, and the corresponding tempera-
tures T50 in Table 5.5. Considering the curves without the preheating ramp, all the
measured temperatures T50 are in the range 585 to 600°C. As the reproducibility
of conversion curves in the reactor is ± 5 K, the variation of 15 K was mostly at-
tributed to experimental uncertainties. Despite the high platinum-to-soot ratios on
the SMF, no catalytic effect can be observed. However, at low temperatures, con-
versions are much higher with platinum on fibres than without platinum. Platinum
acts consequently here as a catalyst for the elimination of the adsorbed species on
soot.

Despite the high platinum-to-soot ratios (8.2, 5.8 and 3.2 respectively for fibre-1, -2
and -3), no catalytic effect on the soot oxidation was observed. The platinum parti-
cle size is 9 nm, which is comparable to that of FBC platinum-doped soot (9 nm for
the sample produced with 50 ppm FBC in fuel). So that the platinum particle size
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can not be the parameter that inhibits the catalyst effect. Moreover, the platinum
is active as it was observed to catalyze the adsorbed species elimination. It can
consequently only be argued that the contact between platinum and soot particles
was presumably too low to enable any catalytic effect. The possibility to achieve
the same catalytic effect on a coated filter as using a FBC will be investigated in
more details in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6

Influence of the platinum loading
using model FBC systems

This chapter focuses on the better understanding of the catalytic oxidation of plat-
inum-doped soot samples produced using a fuel borne catalyst (FBC). Three key
parameters supposed to influence the catalytic effect of platinum were investigated:
the platinum quantity in the platinum-doped soot sample, the platinum particle size,
and the platinum location in or/and on the soot agglomerate. In order to control
these three parameters, synthetic platinum-doped soot samples were produced from
different soot sources and using various preparation methods. The characterization
of the platinum loading parameters is presented in the first part of this chapter.
Their influence on the catalytic effect is investigated in the second part. The plat-
inum quantity was found to be the main parameter which controls the catalytic
effect and was investigated in more details in term of platinum surface area. For
a determined platinum quantity, the platinum particle size also influences the cat-
alytic soot oxidation, however to a very small degree. The platinum location was
not found to have any measurable influence on the catalytic effect.

6.1 Preparation and characterization of the
platinum-doped soot samples

Different synthetic soot sources were loaded with platinum nanoparticles to model
platinum-doped soot produced using a FBC. The various preparation methods allow
to vary the location, the quantity and the size of the platinum nanoparticles in the
soot agglomerates. The resulting platinum-doped soot samples were characterized
with the following methods: the platinum-to-soot mass ratio was determined by
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elemental analysis (EA). The platinum size was measured by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). The platinum location was first estimated on TEM images and
then determined by comparing the results of EA with or without removing the soot.
Finally, the platinum surface area was also measured using CO-chemisorption.

6.1.1 Preparation methods

6.1.1.1 Platinum-doped PrintexU soot

Commercially available PrintexU soot was loaded with chemical methods to obtain
different sizes of platinum at different quantities (0 to 0.1 mg Pt / mg soot). Plat-
inum catalysts supported on carbon are commonly used for the anodic oxidation
of methanol in the direct methanol fuel cells. They are two main routes for the
synthesis of this catalyst: impregnation and colloidal procedures [61]. By varying
the procedures it was expected to obtain PrintexU soot loaded with different plat-
inum quantities, but also with different particle sizes [62]. Platinum was expected
to be located on the PrintexU soot agglomerates surface. All chemical procedures
were performed at the Fakultät Chemie - anorganische Chemie of the Technische
Universität München in Germany. Procedures details are available in Appendix C.

6.1.1.2 Platinum-doped Vulcan soot

Synthetic soot loaded with different platinum quantities is commercially available
for the use in the direct methanol fuel cells. Vulcan soot containing 0.05, 0.1, 0.25,
1 and 4 platinum-to-soot mass ratio (mg Pt / mg soot) was supplied by DeNora.
For these products, the platinum particle size was not specified. To investigate the
influence of the particle size on the catalytic effect, five additionally Vulcan soot
samples were supplied by DeNora, with the following platinum loading specifica-
tions: a fixed 0.05 platinum-to-soot mass ratio, and 1.5, 2, 3, 5 and 10 nm mean
platinum particle size. As in the case of PrintexU soot, platinum nanoparticles are
expected to be located on the soot surface.

6.1.1.3 Platinum-doped pyrolysis soot

Platinum-doped pyrolysis soot samples generated in a pyrolysis aerosol reactor
were all produced at the institute for aerosol and sensor technology (IAST) of the
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the pyrolysis oven producing a Pt-soot
aerosol

university of applied sciences, Aargau in northwestern Switzerland. A platinum
aerosol was first produced with a spark discharge generator (SDG) in an argon
flow. The platinum aerosol was mixed with a toluene droplet aerosol at the oven
inlet. Pyrolysis soot is expected to grow on the platinum agglomerate inside the
oven. Therefore, platinum is expected to be embedded inside the soot agglomerate.
By adjusting the platinum concentration in the platinum aerosol (Figure 6.1), it was
possible to vary the platinum quantity between 0.001 and 0.03 mg Pt / mg soot.

6.1.2 Characterization methods

The platinum-doped soot samples were characterized by elemental analysis (EA),
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and for some of them by CO-Chemisorp-
tion. EA allows to determine the platinum-to-soot mass ratio, and the platinum
location, on the soot surface or inside the soot agglomerate. The platinum lo-
cation was also verified by TEM. Platinum particle size was measured on TEM
micrographs. However, some samples containing low platinum quantity or small
particle size did not present any platinum particles and could not be character-
ized by TEM. The platinum surface area of chosen samples was measured by
CO-chemisorption [39] and compared with the theoretical surface area of smooth
sphere having the mean diameter measured on TEM micrographs.

6.1.2.1 Platinum-to-soot mass ratio

The total platinum quantity present in platinum-doped soot sample was measured
by elemental analysis, as described in the previous chapter: soot was mixed with
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nitric and sulfuric acids and oxidatively removed from the sample by heating. The
residue was dispersed in aqua regia, and the platinum concentration in the solution
was determined by ICP-OES. The platinum quantities are displayed as the ratio
between the platinum mass and the soot mass (mg Pt / mg soot).

Elemental analysis revealed big differences between the target and the measured
platinum quantities for samples produced by chemical methods. The PrintexU soot
samples contained between 0.0005 and 0.05 platinum-to-soot mass ratio. For clar-
ity reasons, the elemental analysis results for PrintexU soot are grouped in Ap-
pendix C. The efficiency of each chemical procedure is also discussed in Appendix
C. The Vulcan soot samples loaded with platinum supplied by DeNora have com-
parable platinum quantities with the expected ones (Table 6.1). Six samples with
0.05 platinum-to-soot mass ratio but different platinum particle sizes were supplied.
For these samples, the range within the platinum quantity varies for each sample is
indicated in Table 6.1.

For platinum-doped soot samples produced in the pyrolysis oven, the accessible
platinum quantity was measured too. The method used was already described in
the previous chapter. It consists of dispersing soot in regia aqua, and removing it
(and eventually the platinum particles embedded inside the soot agglomerates) by
filtration. The platinum present on the soot surface dissolves in the solution and
its concentration is measured by ICP-OES. Only 10 to 30% of the total expected
platinum quantity (calculated from a mass balance) was found in the pyrolysis soot
samples (Table 6.1). There is at this time no explanation for this fact. For the

Table 6.1: Total and accessible platinum for Vulcan and pyrolysis platinum-doped
soot (details for platinum-doped PrintexU soot in Appendix C)

Soot Expected Pt Total Pt Accessible Pt
[mg Pt / mg soot] [mg Pt / mg soot] [mg Pt / mg soot]

PrintexU 0 - 0.1 0.0005 - 0.05 -
Vulcan 0.05 0.053 - 0.056 -
Vulcan 0.10 0.105 -
Vulcan 0.25 0.232 -
Vulcan 1 0.935 -
Vulcan 4 3.608 -
Pyrolysis 0.01 0.0011 0.0008
Pyrolysis 0.05 0.0054 <0.0001
Pyrolysis 0.10 0.033 0.0003
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samples with 0.033 and 0.0054 total platinum-to-soot mass ratio, it was found that
less than 2 wt% of the platinum was accessible. It means, as expected by the
preparation method, that all the platinum is located inside the soot agglomerate.
Soot has thus grown on the platinum during the pyrolysis. For the sample with
the lower total platinum-to-soot mass ratio (0.0011), it appears that 72 wt% of the
platinum is accessible. However, this result must be discussed. The quantities
measured are very low and close to the resolution limit of the ICP-OES. Thus, it
will be considered in the following for this sample - as for the other pyrolysis ones
- that all the platinum is embedded inside the soot agglomerates.

6.1.2.2 Platinum particle size

The platinum particle size was measured on TEM micrographs. For PrintexU
soot, platinum particles were only observed on two samples, containing 0.0386 and
0.0492 platinum-to-soot mass ratio. The mean platinum particle diameter dTEM is
1.5 and 3 nm respectively, with a standard deviation σTEM of 0.5 and 1 nm (see in
Table 6.2). On all other PrintexU soot samples containing less than 0.03 platinum-
to-soot mass ratio, none platinum particles could be observed. It is possible that

Table 6.2: Platinum particle size in platinum-doped soot samples

Soot Pt quantity Pt dTEM Pt σTEM

[mg Pt / mg soot] [nm] [nm]
PrintexU 0.0386 1.5 0.5
PrintexU 0.0492 3 1
Vulcan 0.054 3 1
Vulcan 0.105 3 1
Vulcan 0.232 3 1
Vulcan 0.935 3 1
Vulcan 3.608 3 1
Vulcan 0.053 2 1
Vulcan 0.056 2.5 1
Vulcan 0.056 3 1
Vulcan 0.053 4 1
Vulcan 0.053 7 4
Pyrolysis 0.0011 11 6
Pyrolysis 0.0054 10 4
Pyrolysis 0.033 11 4
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Figure 6.2: TEM micrographs: PrintexU with 0.049 mg Pt / mg soot (a), Vulcan
with 0.232 mg Pt / mg soot (b), Vulcan with 0.935 mg Pt / mg soot (c)
and Pyrolysis with 0.033 mg Pt / mg soot (d)
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platinum is non uniformly spread on soot, making the platinum observation ran-
domly on TEM micrographs. The platinum particles could also be too small to be
observed on TEM micrographs (1 nm is the lower limit).

Platinum-doped Vulcan soot have a fixed mean platinum particle diameter of 3
nm (1 nm standard deviation), independently of the platinum quantity (Table 6.2).
For the sample with a fixed 0.05 platinum-to-soot mass ratio, the mean platinum
particle diameter varies from 2 to 7 nm (1 nm standard deviation). For the sample
with the larger particles (7 nm), the standard deviation is however higher (4 nm).

TEM micrographs of platinum in PrintexU, Vulcan and pyrolysis soot samples are
shown in Figure 6.2. The mean platinum particle diameter for platinum-doped
pyrolysis soot is much higher than for all other soot samples: 10 to 11 nm with a
standard deviation from 4 to 6 nm, independently of the platinum quantity present
in soot (see in Table 6.2). The platinum particles were completely embedded in
soot, confirming the results of the elemental analysis. These two observations can
be explained by the preparation method of platinum-doped pyrolysis soot, where a
platinum aerosol and a toluene droplet aerosol are simultaneously flowed through
the pyrolysis reactor (1300°C). Platinum agglomerates are first expected to sinter
in the reactor at low temperatures (400°C - 700°C) leading to the gradual formation
of larger primary particles [63]. Soot is then expected to grow on these platinum
agglomerates during pyrolysis, leading to the formation of an embedded platinum-
doped soot aerosol.

6.1.2.3 Platinum surface area

From the mean platinum particle diameter dTEM measured on TEM micrographs,
and with the assumption that platinum particles are spherical, it is possible to cal-
culate a theoretical platinum surface area. In addition, is was decided to measure
the platinum surface area separately for some samples to determine if the spherical
assumption is justified.

There are two main methods available for measuring platinum specific surface area
instead of an overall surface area. One method is the electrochemical technique
reported in many fuel cell related publications [64, 65]. It involves the hydrogen
adsorption from solution on the platinum surface at a certain potential followed
by its removal by increasing potential. However, reproducibility and precision for
this method are questionable [66]. An alternative method is to bring H2 or CO into
contact with the platinum surface at a defined temperature and to follow the quantity
of adsorbed H2 or CO as a function of the gas pressure. From the adsorption, it
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Chapter 6 Influence of the platinum loading using model FBC systems

is possible to determine the amount per gram soot q of H2 or CO adsorbed in a
monolayer. Knowing q and the surface density of platinum atom s, it is possible to
calculate the platinum specific surface area S (Equation 6.1).

S =
q N

f s
(6.1)

N is the Avogadro number. The stoichiometric factor f depends on the adsorption
nature. CO can form two types of adsorption on platinum: a "linear" adsorption
(CO:Pt = 1:1, f = 1) or a "bridged" adsorption (CO:Pt = 1:2, f = 0.5) [39]. H2

always adsorbed dissociatively on platinum (H:Pt =1:1, f =1) [39], there is thus no
uncertainty by using H2 concerning the adsorption model. However, it is possible
that H2 already present on the platinum surface can lower the effective amount of
adsorbed H2, and consequently the calculated surface area. It was thus decided to
use CO as adsorbent. As it was not possible to quantify the contribution of the
two adsorption models, it was decided to perform the calculations with the bridge
model. The absolute values of surface areas can thus be overestimated, but it does
not effect the comparison of surface areas with each other.

The results of the CO-chemisorption analysis are presented in Table 6.3. Eleven
samples (PrintexU and Vulcan Pt-soot) with varying platinum quantities were stud-
ied. The measured platinum specific surface areas are already converted in platinum
surface areas related to the soot mass for clarity reason.

Table 6.3: Comparison of platinum-to-soot surface areas measured by CO-
chemisorption and calculated from particle diameter dTEM obtained by
TEM

Soot Pt quantity Pt dTEM STEM S (CO-chemisorption)
[mg Pt / mg soot] [nm] [m2 Pt / g soot] [m2 Pt / g soot]

PrintexU 0.0022 - - 0.04
PrintexU 0.0031 - - 0.06
PrintexU 0.0049 - - 0.04
PrintexU 0.0061 - - 0.06
PrintexU 0.0190 - - 0.81
PrintexU 0.0294 - - 0.27
Vulcan 0.054 3 5.1 4.3
Vulcan 0.105 3 9.8 12.8
Vulcan 0.232 3 21.6 20.9
Vulcan 0.935 3 87.2 25.7
Vulcan 3.608 3 336.4 53.6
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6.1 Preparation and characterization of the platinum-doped soot samples

The platinum surface area corresponding to spherical particles with the mean diam-
eter determined on TEM images was also calculated. For high platinum quantities
(> 0.9 mg Pt / mg soot), the measured platinum surface area related to the soot mass
is lower than the calculated one. This difference is certainly due to the fact that at
high platinum quantities, the soot surface gets saturated with platinum. Platinum
particles agglomerate and thus loose surface area (see in Figure 6.2).

The platinum surface area related to the soot mass measured by CO-chemisorption
is plotted as function of the platinum-to-soot mass ratio in Figure 6.3 for samples
with platinum quantities lower than 0.25 mg Pt / mg soot. The slope of the lin-
ear regression corresponding to spherical particles of 3 nm mean diameter is also
added. As explained, for high platinum quantities (> 0.9 mg Pt / mg soot) some sat-
uration effect happens and the corresponding points are not represented. For low
platinum quantities (< 0.25 mg Pt / mg soot), the platinum surface area increases
linearly with the platinum-to-soot mass ratio. Assuming spherical platinum parti-
cles, this would signify that the mean diameter of platinum particles remains almost
constant for all the studied samples, confirming the TEM analysis. The difference
to this trend at very low platinum quantities for PrintexU samples can be due to
measurement uncertainties.
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Figure 6.3: Variation of the platinum surface area measured by CO-chemisorption
as function of the platinum-to-soot mass ratio for PrintexU and Vulcan
soot samples
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Chapter 6 Influence of the platinum loading using model FBC systems

6.2 Influence of the platinum loading

The catalytic oxidation of the loaded soot samples was studied in the TGA device.
Temperature ramp experiments (10 K/min) were performed with 20% O2 in N2

(60 ml/min). The catalytic effect was determined as the pre-exponential factor
ratio A = k′0,cat / k′0,th between the catalytic and the thermal oxidation, with the
other kinetic parameters kept constant (as explained in Chapter 3). The catalytic
effect varies linearly with the platinum quantity, and for all studied samples with
a fixed platinum particle size, with the initial platinum surface area. The platinum
particles were observed to sinter with each other during the oxidation but as the
soot was itself consumed, this did not influence the platinum surface area related to
the soot mass. For a fixed platinum quantity, the platinum particle size exhibits an
optimum at about 3 nm. Finally, the platinum location, either on the soot surface
or embedded in soot agglomerate, did not influence the catalytic effect.

6.2.1 Influence of platinum quantity on the catalytic effect

The influence of the platinum quantity on the catalytic effect was investigated for
PrintexU and Vulcan soot samples, which characteristics (platinum-to-soot mass
ratio, platinum particle size and platinum surface area) are summed-up in Tables
6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. For these two soot sources, platinum is only present on the sur-
face of the soot agglomerates. Vulcan soot samples with 0.05 platinum-to-soot
mass ratio but various platinum particle sizes (see in Table 6.2) were investigated
separately in Section 6.2.3.

Platinum-doped soot samples were oxidized in the TGA. The catalytic effect A =
k′0,cat / k′0,th was determined as explained in Chapter 3, so that it is independent of
the soot type used. Thus the variation of the catalytic effect A with the platinum
quantity for both PrintexU and Vulcan soot can be plotted in Figure 6.4. The slope
of the linear regression on the log-log diagram is 1.1, indicating that the catalytic
effect exhibits an almost linear dependence with the platinum quantity. For soot
containing less than 0.0005 platinum-to-soot mass ratio (500 ppm), no catalytic
effect could be measured.

It was decided to check this trend for the catalytic effect A as a function of the
initial platinum surface area. The platinum surface area was measured with CO-
chemisorption for some samples, as explained in the previous part. Figure 6.5
shows the variation of the catalytic effect as a function of the initial platinum sur-
face area in a log-log scale. The slope of the linear regression is 0.9, indicating
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Figure 6.6: Evolution of the platinum sintering with conversion (temperature) for
Vulcan soot with 0.232 mg Pt / mg soot: X = 0 (a), X = 0.25 (b), X =
0.5 (c), X = 0.75 (d)

Table 6.4: Evolution of the platinum particle size and surface area related to the
soot mass for Vulcan soot with 0.232 mg Pt / mg soot

X T Pt dTEM Pt σTEM Soot mass Pt mass resulting S
- [°C] [nm] [nm] [g] [g] [m2 Pt / g soot]
0 - 3 1 10 2.32 21.6
0.25 400 3.5 3 7.5 2.32 24.7
0.5 420 5 5 5 2.32 25.9
0.75 440 11 8 2.5 2.32 23.6
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6.2 Influence of the platinum loading

again an almost linear dependence of the catalytic effect with the initial platinum
surface area. Assuming the oxygen transfer model as the preponderant mechanism
governing the catalytic soot oxidation, it is expected that the platinum acts as an
oxygen donor. Consequently, the catalytic effect is expected to vary linearly with
the number of active sites of platinum, and with the surface area of platinum. The
relation between the platinum surface area and the platinum quantity depends on
the particle size and shape. For all samples measured with CO-chemisorption (Ta-
ble 6.3), particle size was found to be about 3 nm, leading to a linear dependence
between platinum surface area and quantity (Figure 6.3). The catalytic effect varies
thus linearly with the platinum-to-soot mass ratio too. However, a saturation effect
in the platinum surface area as a function of the platinum quantity was measured
by CO-chemisorption for high platinum quantities (> 0.90 mg Pt / mg soot). This
may explain the slight discrepancy of the last point in Figure 6.4.

To conclude, the catalytic effect varies linearly with the platinum quantity, for soot
containing more than 0.0005 platinum-to-soot mass ratio (500 ppm). For all studied
samples with a fixed platinum particle size, the catalytic effect varies linearly with
the initial platinum surface area too, in accordance with the oxygen transfer model.

6.2.2 Effect of platinum particle sintering

The evolution of the platinum particle size during the soot oxidation was studied for
one platinum-doped soot sample (Vulcan soot containing 0.232 platinum-to-soot
mass ratio). Temperature ramps were performed in the TGA device (10 K/min, 60
ml/min, 20% O2 in N2) until temperatures of 400, 420 and 440°C. For this sample,
this corresponds to oxidize the soot until the conversion reaches X = 0.25, 0.5 and
0.75, respectively. The remaining sample in the TGA crucible was analyzed with
TEM. TEM images for an unoxidized sample, and oxidized samples until X = 0.25,
0.5 and 0.75 are presented in Figure 6.6.

The mean diameters calculated from TEM images are presented in Table 6.4. It is
obvious that the platinum particle size increases with the conversion. This can be
explained by platinum sintering during the oxidation. Indeed platinum nanoparti-
cles in an aerosol were already observed to sinter at temperatures between 300°C
and 700°C [63]. Platinum sintering leads to a loss of the platinum specific surface
area during the soot oxidation. But at the same time, the mass of soot decreases
due to the soot oxidation. The resulting surface area of the platinum related to the
mass of soot remains consequently almost constant during the soot oxidation (see
in Table 6.4).
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Chapter 6 Influence of the platinum loading using model FBC systems

6.2.3 Influence of platinum particle size on the catalytic effect

The influence of the initial platinum particle size on the catalytic effect was studied
for a defined platinum quantity. Vulcan soot samples containing about 0.05 (0.053
to 0.056) platinum-to-soot mass ratio and platinum particles with a mean diameter
between 2.5 and 7 nm were oxidized in the TGA device. The experimental con-
ditions were kept constant: 10 mg soot, 10 K/min, 60 ml/min and 20% O2 in N2.
The catalytic effect was calculated as already explained in Chapter 2. The catalytic
effect A = k′0,cat / k′0,th is plotted in Figure 6.7 as function of the platinum particle
size. Two series of experiments were performed to confirm the results obtained.

For a fixed platinum quantity, the platinum surface area decreases with increasing
platinum particle size. As the catalytic effect was previously found to increase
with the platinum surface area, it was expected that it decreases with the platinum
particle size. However, a particle size optimum was found at about 3 nm particle
mean diameter. This optimum seems to results from two contradictory effects.
Beside the effect mentioned above, there must be another mechanism increasing
the catalytic effect with increasing particle size. This second mechanisms seems to
be predominant for small platinum particle sizes.

Such size effects were already observed while studying catalytic oxidation on plat-
inum [63] and on other catalytic systems. For example, quantum effects were
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6.2 Influence of the platinum loading

invoked to explain an optimum in the CO oxidation activity on gold nanoparti-
cles [67]. But recently, the observed differences in reactivity of gold nanoparticles
were proposed to arise from the presence of highly uncoordinated gold atoms [68].
In comparison with the influence of the platinum quantity, this effect is however
secondary.

6.2.4 Influence of platinum location on the catalytic effect

The influence of the platinum location on the catalytic effect was investigated by
comparing the catalytic oxidation of platinum-doped pyrolysis soot, with the one of
PrintexU and Vulcan soot samples already mentioned in Section 6.2.1. All the oxi-
dation experiments with pyrolysis soot were performed after a ramp in N2 to avoid
the influence of the adsorbed species (see in Chapter 4). As determined on TEM-
micrographs and with elemental analysis, the platinum particles are completely
embedded in the pyrolysis soot agglomerates. For PrintexU and Vulcan soot, plat-
inum particles were observed to be only present on the soot agglomerate surface.
The influence of the platinum quantity on the catalytic effect for PrintexU and Vul-
can soot is plotted in Figure 6.8. The linear dependence for these two soot types
was also plotted as a guide to the eye (slope = 0.9). The catalytic effect obtained
with pyrolysis soot was added in Figure 6.8. Pyrolysis soot with platinum embed-
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Chapter 6 Influence of the platinum loading using model FBC systems

ded in soot apparently does not exhibit any measurable catalytic effect difference
with PrintexU and Vulcan soot.

To confirm this result, the catalytic activity of the platinum-doped LPW3 diesel
soot samples obtained using a platinum fuel borne catalyst (FBC) were also added
in Figure 6.8. As determined in Chapter 5, platinum-doped LPW3 diesel soot sam-
ples present between 40 and 70% of the platinum particles on the surface of the
soot agglomerate. The rest is embedded inside the soot agglomerates. It was previ-
ously found that the catalytic effect of these samples vary almost linearly with the
platinum quantity between 0.002 and 0.008 platinum-to-soot mass ratio (Chapter
5). These samples were also added in Figure 6.8, where they do not exhibit any
measurable catalytic effect difference with PrintexU and Vulcan soot. It is thus
confirmed that the soot location does not have any influence on the catalytic effect.

CO-chemisorption was performed on plain pyrolysis soot (without platinum) and
on pyrolysis soot with 0.033 platinum-to-soot mass ratio. It was observed that plat-
inum particles embedded in soot agglomerate were always completely accessible to
CO. A platinum surface area of 0.09 m2 Pt / g soot was measured for the platinum-
doped soot sample. The reference sample without platinum does not exhibit any
adsorption surface for CO. Apparently, as CO, O2 can also diffuse through the soot
to the platinum particles embedded in the soot agglomerate, explaining the fact that
the platinum location does not play any role on the catalytic effect.
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Chapter 7

Effect of the platinum-soot contact
on coated filters

The aim of this chapter is to determine if it is possible to achieve the same catalytic
effect on a platinum coated filter as using a platinum fuel borne catalyst (FBC).
For this purpose, three different platinum-soot contact scenarios were investigated,
modeling the use of a FBC soot aerosol (platinum-doped soot aerosol filtration), a
conventional coated filter (consecutive filtration of platinum and soot aerosols), and
approximating on a filter the contact obtained with a FBC (simultaneous filtration
of platinum and soot aerosols). The loaded sintered metal filter (SMF) sheets were
oxidized in the reactor described in Chapter 3. The catalytic effect of the platinum
for each configuration was determined by comparing the temperature T50,th of the
thermal oxidation to the temperature T50,cat of the the catalytic oxidation. The si-
multaneous filtration exhibits a high catalytic effect, comparable with the one of
the platinum-doped soot filtration, and increasing with the platinum quantity. Only
a very low catalytic effect was observed for the consecutive filtration, enhanced
when the soot aerosol was filtered before the platinum aerosol. These results sug-
gest that it is possible to enhance the catalytic activity of coated filters by increasing
uniformly the platinum particle density in the soot cake.

7.1 Generation of three platinum-soot contact
configurations

Two different soot aerosols were used to generate three configurations of platinum-
soot contact on SMF. The pyrolysis soot aerosol was produced by pyrolyzing a
toluene aerosol, and a spark discharge generator (SDG) was used to produce the
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Chapter 7 Effect of the platinum-soot contact on coated filters

SDG soot aerosol (Chapter 4). For the two soot sources, the generation of three
contact configurations was performed. The first configuration represents the contact
obtained using FBC, which is known to be effective. For this purpose an aerosol
of platinum-doped soot agglomerates is generated and then filtered onto the SMF.
In the second configuration, platinum and soot aerosols are generated in parallel
and filtered simultaneously onto the SMF. Assuming that both types of particles are
uniformly distributed in the filter cake, this second type of contact may approximate
that of the FBC. The third configuration represents the typical contact obtained on
conventional diesel particle filters. It is achieved by first filtering a platinum aerosol
onto the SMF surface to create a layer of catalyst, followed by the formation of a
soot cake on top of the catalyst layer (or vice-versa).

7.1.1 Pyrolysis soot

Three configurations of platinum-soot contact on SMF were generated with pyrol-
ysis soot. All samples were produced on a test bench at the institute for aerosol and
sensor technology (IAST) of the university of applied sciences, Aargau in north-
western Switzerland (Figure 7.2).

The configuration modeling the contact obtained using a FBC was generated by
filtering a platinum-doped pyrolysis soot aerosol. A toluene aerosol (0.07 l/min)
was mixed with a platinum aerosol (2.54 l/min) and guided through the pyrolysis
oven (1300°C). The platinum aerosol was initially produced by a SDG with a flow
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Figure 7.1: TEM-micrograph of a platinum-doped pyrolysis soot agglomerate
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rate of 4 l/min but adjusted to 2.54 l/min before entering in the oven. The resulting
platinum-doped soot aerosol was already characterized in Chapter 6. It was here
decided to work with the maximal platinum quantity of 0.033 mg Pt / mg soot
(determined by elemental analysis). The platinum particle mean diameter is of 11±
4 nm (see in Figure 7.1), and all the platinum is embedded in the soot agglomerate
(see in Chapter 6). The production rate of the platinum-doped soot aerosol was
about 10 mg/h pyrolysis soot.

For the two other configurations, a pyrolysis soot aerosol and a platinum aerosol
were produced separately. The pyrolysis soot aerosol was produced by flowing
a toluene aerosol (0.07 l/min) diluted in argon (2.54 l/min) through the pyrolysis
oven. The platinum aerosol was produced by a SDG. Its flow rate was first adjusted
to 2.54 l/min, and then diluted with argon (0.07 l/min). Contrary to the platinum-
doped pyrolysis soot aerosol, the platinum mean diameter is of 3± 1 nm (measured
on TEM micrographs). This difference was already discussed in Chapter 6.

The second configuration was generated by filtering simultaneously the platinum
and the pyrolysis soot aerosol. The conventional coated filter model was generated
by filtering consecutively the platinum and the pyrolysis soot aerosol for the same
time. SMF samples with first filtered soot and then filtered platinum, and vice-
versa, were both collected. A soot quantity of 10 mg on the SMF and a platinum
quantity of 0.033 mg Pt / mg soot was used as reference for the three configurations.
So that all SMF sheets were loaded with 10 mg soot and 0.33 mg platinum.

7.1.2 SDG soot

The three configurations of platinum-soot contact on SMF were also generated with
SDG soot. All samples were produced at the Institut für Mechanische Verfahren-
stechnik und Mechanik (IMVM) - Universität Karlsruhe, in Germany (Figure 7.4).

The configuration modeling the contact obtained using a FBC was generated by
operating the SDG with one platinum and one carbon electrode (Figure 7.3). The
following experimental conditions were applied: a capacity of 50 nF, a distance of
ca. 3 mm between the electrodes, a capacitor charge current of 2 mA and a nitrogen
flow rate of 10 l/min. The resulting aerosol contains about 0.88 mg Pt / mg soot
with all the platinum being present on the soot surface (determined by elemental
analysis). The mean particle diameter was determined on TEM micrograph (Figure
7.5) and found to be 3 ± 1 nm. The platinum-doped SDG soot aerosol was filtered
through the SMF sheet with a production rate of about 4 mg/h .
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For the two other configurations, a soot aerosol and a platinum aerosol were pro-
duced separately. Both aerosols were produced by a SDG operating with two car-
bons or with two platinum electrodes. The same experimental conditions as for the
platinum-doped SDG soot aerosol were used: a capacity of 50 nF, a distance of ca.
3 mm between the electrodes, a capacitor charge current of 2 mA and a nitrogen
flow rate of 10 l/min. The platinum particle mean diameter of 3 nm in the plat-
inum aerosol (determined by TEM) is the same as in the platinum-doped soot SDG
aerosol.

The second configuration was generated by filtering simultaneously the SDG soot
aerosol and the platinum aerosol. The conventional coated filter model was gen-
erated by the consecutive filtration of the SDG soot and the platinum aerosol for
the same time. SMF samples with first filtered soot and then filtered platinum, and
vice-versa, were both collected. To avoid long sampling times, a soot quantity of
5 mg on the SMF was collected on the filter, for the three configurations. The
platinum quantity of 0.88 mg Pt / mg soot was used as reference. So that for all
configurations, 5 mg soot and 5 mg platinum were collected on the SMF sheets.

Furthermore, the influence of the platinum quantity was also studied in the range of
0.03 to 0.88 mg Pt / mg soot for the simultaneous filtration configuration. To vary
the platinum quantity, just a part of the platinum aerosol, or of the platinum aerosol
previously diluted in nitrogen was mixed to the soot aerosol. The sampling time
was adjusted to collect 5 mg soot on the filter. SMF samples with 0.88, 0.59, 0.06
and 0.03 mg Pt / mg soot were thus produced.
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Figure 7.5: TEM-micrograph of a platinum-doped soot agglomerate from the SDG
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7.2 Influence of the contact configuration on the
catalytic effect

The catalytic effect of the three contact configurations was investigated in the re-
actor described in Chapter 3. SMF sheets were oxidized with a 10% O2 in N2

atmosphere, a flow rate of 4 l/min and a temperature ramp of 10 K/min. Since no
kinetic parameters can be calculated from the resulting conversion curves (see in
Chapter 3), the catalytic effect was determined as the temperature difference ∆T50

between the thermal and the catalytic oxidation. For each soot source, ∆T50 is
proportional to the logarithm of A, the catalytic effect defined in Chapter 2. ∆T50

is consequently dependant on the experimental conditions, and also on the soot
source. Results of the oxidation experiments for pyrolysis soot and SDG soot were
thus presented first separately, and then compared with each other.

7.2.1 Pyrolysis soot

Conversion curves for the three platinum-pyrolysis soot contact configurations and
for the thermal pyrolysis soot oxidation are plotted in Figure 7.6. The correspond-
ing temperatures T50 are grouped in Table 7.1. All the samples contained about
0.33 mg Pt / mg soot and were loaded with about 10 mg soot.

In the consecutive filtration case, a the temperature difference ∆T50 of 32 K was
found when platinum was deposited over the pyrolysis soot. As the reproducibility
of the conversion curves in the reactor is ± 5 K, this difference can be attributed
to a very low catalytic effect. However the temperature difference was negligible
when soot was filtered after the platinum (∆T50 = 13 K). For the simultaneously fil-

Table 7.1: Catalytic effect of the three contact configurations for pyrolysis soot on
SMF (0.033 mg Pt / mg soot)

Configuration T50 [°C] ∆T50 [K]
Plain soot 614 -
Consecutive filtration (Pt and soot) 601 13
Consecutive filtration (soot and Pt) 582 32
Simultaneous filtration 475 139
Platinum-doped soot filtration 479 135
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tration and the filtration of the platinum-doped pyrolysis soot, both exhibit a strong
catalytic effect, characterized by the temperature differences ∆T50 of 139 K and
135 K, respectively.

7.2.2 SDG soot

Conversion curves for the three platinum-SDG soot contact configurations and for
the thermal SDG soot oxidation are plotted in Figure 7.7. The corresponding tem-
peratures T50 are grouped in Table 7.2. All the samples contained about 0.88 mg
Pt / mg soot and were loaded with about 5 mg soot.

The temperature difference ∆T50 was found to be 26 K for the consecutive filtra-
tion of the platinum aerosol before the soot aerosol. Given a reproducibility of the
conversion curves of ± 5 K, this difference can be attributed to a very low catalytic
effect. By inverting the filtration order on the SMF (soot filtered before platinum),
the temperature difference increases to 42 K but still remains rather low. The si-
multaneous filtration and the platinum-doped soot filtration both exhibit a strong
catalytic activity, characterized by almost identical temperature differences ∆T50

of about 248 K and 251 K, respectively. The two conversion curves are exactly
superposed.

The influence of platinum quantity on the catalytic effect was additionally inves-
tigated for the case of the simultaneous filtration with SDG soot. 5 mg soot were
deposited simultaneously with platinum amounts between 0.15 mg to 5 mg. This
corresponds to effective platinum-to-soot mass ratio varying between 0.88 and 0.03
mg Pt / mg soot in the sample.

Conversion curves are plotted in Figure 7.8. The corresponding temperatures T50

Table 7.2: Catalytic effect of the three contact configurations for SDG soot on SMF
(0.88 mg Pt / mg soot)

Configuration T50 [°C] ∆T50 [K]
Plain soot 669 -
Consecutive filtration (Pt and soot) 643 26
Consecutive filtration (soot and Pt) 627 42
Simultaneous filtration 421 248
Platinum-doped soot filtration 418 251
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7.2 Influence of the contact configuration on the catalytic effect

and the temperature shifts ∆T50 show an increase of the catalytic effect with in-
creasing platinum quantity (Table 7.3). In Figure 7.9 these temperature shifts are
compared with those obtained for pyrolysis soot, for both the simultaneous filtra-
tion and the platinum-doped soot filtration configurations. The temperature shift for
the platinum-doped SDG soot configuration was also added. As already observed
previously, the temperature shifts for the simultaneous filtration and the platinum-
doped soot filtration configurations are nearly indistinguishable. It is also interest-
ing to note that very similar temperature shifts were observed for the simultaneous
filtration with about 0.03 platinum-to-soot mass ratio, independently of the soot
used (pyrolysis or SDG).

On a first glance, it was found that ∆T50 varies linearly with logarithm of platinum-
to-soot mass ratio on the studied quantity range. As ∆T50 is proportional to the
logarithm of the catalytic effect A, this would signify that the logarithm of the
catalytic effect varies linearly with the logarithm of the platinum-to-soot mass ratio.
However, as the proportional factor between ∆T50 and A remains unknown, it is
not possible to identify the slope of the linear regression as 1. In Chapter 6, it was
shown that for the platinum-doped soot samples (FBC model), the catalytic effect
varies linearly with the platinum quantity. The simultaneous filtration exhibits thus
a similar behavior as the platinum-doped soot filtration.

Table 7.3: Catalytic effect of the simultaneous filtration configuration with various
platinum quantities (SDG soot)

Pt quantity T50 ∆T50

[mg Pt / mg soot] [°C] [K]
0 669 -
0.03 527 142
0.06 512 157
0.59 460 209
0.88 421 248

7.2.3 Discussion of the results

For both types of soot aerosols (generated by spark discharge or by pyrolysis of
toluene), the same trends in catalytic effect were observed for the three contact
configurations. The simultaneous filtration exhibits a high catalytic effect, com-
parable with the one of the platinum-doped soot filtration, and increasing with the
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platinum quantity, as it was also observed in Chapter 6 for the platinum-doped soot
(even with a linear dependence). The catalytic effect for the consecutive filtration of
soot and platinum was marginal, but slightly enhanced when the platinum aerosol
was filtered onto the soot cake.

From these results, it can be concluded that the catalytic effect increases with the
platinum particle density in the cake. This is consistent with the oxygen transfer
mechanism, where platinum is considered as a renewable activated oxygen donor,
which then has to be transported to the soot particles within a given lifetime. One
can thus expect the reactive oxygen to reach only those soot particles located in
the close vicinity of a catalyst particle. This scenario is fulfilled both by filter-
ing a platinum-doped soot aerosol, and by simultaneously depositing a platinum
and a soot aerosol onto a filter. As the platinum location does not have any influ-
ence on the catalytic effect (Chapter 6), the slight catalytic effect decreases of the
platinum-doped soot filtration compared to the simultaneous filtration (in the case
of pyrolysis soot) can be attributed to a lower platinum surface area (due to the
bigger platinum particle size). Concerning the consecutive filtration of a platinum
and a soot aerosol, the density of platinum particles in the soot cake is certainly
more or less zero. The slight enhancement when platinum was deposited on the
soot cake might be explained by a diffusion of platinum agglomerates into the soot
cake (for platinum deposited onto soot) and/or some losses of platinum inside the
filter structure when platinum was deposited first.

To conclude, it is possible to enhance the catalytic effect of coated filters by increas-
ing uniformly the platinum particle density in the soot cake. There is consequently
still potential in research field concerning the production of new coatings with deep
filtration structure (e.g. honeycomb structures) allowing a better dispersion of soot
inside the coated filter.
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Chapter 8

Discussion and conclusion

8.1 Procedure to answer the objectives

This work was focused on the catalytic soot oxidation by platinum on sintered
metal filters. From the literature review it appears that, if the catalytic effect of
platinum under physical contact conditions was proven, its application as fuel borne
catalyst (FBC) or as coated filter remains unclear. The objectives of this work were
first to identify the key parameters which influence the catalytic effect, such as the
platinum-to-soot mass ratio, the platinum particle size and the platinum location, in
the case of a FBC system. The second objective was to determine if it is possible
to achieve the same catalytic effect on a coated sintered metal filter (SMF) than the
one obtained using a FBC.

The first requirement to answer the objectives was to characterize the catalytic ef-
fect of the platinum. The first step was to determine the kinetic parameters of the
thermal soot oxidation from the temperature ramp experiments performed, thanks
to the Slovak method [50]. Isothermal experiments of thermal and catalytic soot
oxidation indicated that the activation energies of both reactions are the same. Con-
version curves obtained from ramp experiments of the catalytic soot oxidation were
thus fitted with the same activation energy as for thermal soot oxidation, but with
the pre-exponential factor as the free parameter. The catalytic effect was thus de-
fined as A, the pre-exponential factor ratio between the catalytic and the thermal
soot oxidation, with the other kinetic parameters being kept constant.

Temperature ramp oxidation experiments were performed with thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) for platinum doped-soot powder samples. During this thesis, a re-
actor was designed and constructed to investigate the catalytic soot oxidation on
sinter metal filters. The soot temperature was measured by an infrared camera and
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the reaction conversion was calculated from the reaction product concentrations
(CO and CO2) measured at the outlet of the reactor. As the emissivity of filter
does not remain constant during an entire experiment (depending on the presence
of soot or not), a temperature shift was observed for conversion superior to 0.5
by comparing conversion curves obtained in TGA device and in the reactor. No
kinetic parameters could be calculated from conversion curves obtained in the re-
actor. Thus the catalytic effect was related in this case as the temperature difference
between thermal and catalytic soot oxidation at a conversion of 0.5, which is pro-
portional to the logarithm of the catalytic effect A. However, this definition does
not allow to compare the catalytic effect obtained for different soot sources with
each other.

The kinetic parameters of the thermal soot oxidation were first studied in the TGA
device. The catalytic effect achieved using established diesel particle filter (DPF)
technologies with fuel borne catalyst and coated filter was then investigated. Af-
ter that, platinum-doped soot samples (modeling the one obtained using a FBC)
with varying platinum-to-soot mass ratio, varying platinum particle size and vary-
ing platinum location were produced. The sample characterization was performed
with elemental analysis (EA), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and CO-
chemisorption. The influence of the three key parameters on the catalytic soot
oxidation was investigated in the thermogravimetric analysis device. Finally, the
catalytic soot oxidation by platinum on a sintered metal filter with three different
contact configurations was investigated in the designed reactor, to determine if it is
possible to achieve the same catalytic effect on a platinum-coated filter as using a
platinum FBC.

8.2 Results discussion

8.2.1 Thermal soot oxidation

The thermal soot oxidation was performed to determine the kinetic parameters of
six different soot sources. It was observed that some soot sources release adsorbed
species during a preheating ramp in N2. These adsorbed species were supposed to
be adsorbed hydrocarbons, or due to the oxidation of carbon bonded to the oxygen
contained in soot. The kinetic parameters were calculated from conversion curves
obtained after the preheating ramp.

The activation energy of PrintexU soot (160 kJ/mol) and Vulcan soot (191 kJ/mol),
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which both does not contain any adsorbed species, were comparable with literature
for these types of soot [15, 50]. Soot obtained by pyrolyzing toluene and LPW3
diesel soot both contain adsorbed hydrocarbons. Their activation energies after a
desorption ramp (159 kJ/mol and 173 kJ/mol, respectively) were comparable with
activation energies reported in literature for various soot types [15]. Soot from a
spark discharge generator (SDG) and diesel soot provided by a micro-cogenerator
were both assumed to contain oxygen bonded to carbon. The activation energy
of SDG soot after a preheating ramp (78 kJ/mol) was lower than the one already
observed for such soot sources [56]. The activation energy of diesel soot after a
preheating ramp (206 kJ/mol) was found to be a little high in comparison with
activation energies reported in literature for general soot sources [15]. The validity
of the use of the Slovak method for these two soot sources was questionable.

Diesel soot provided by a micro-cogenerator was chosen as reference for diesel
soot. By comparing the shapes of the conversion curves, it was found that pyrol-
ysis soot models the reference diesel soot the best. Pyrolysis soot also exhibits
structure and composition closest to diesel soot. The differences between the struc-
ture, composition and oxidation of both diesel soot (issued from a LPW3 engine or
from the micro-cogenerator) underline the relativity of this result, and the fact that
the future results obtained studying all synthetic soot sources can be further applied
on diesel soot.

8.2.2 Catalytic soot oxidation by platinum using established
DPF technologies

The catalytic effect of platinum using two established diesel particle filter technolo-
gies (a platinum fuel borne catalyst and a platinum-coated sintered metal filter) was
studied. The catalytic effect of the platinum FBC was investigated by thermogravi-
metric analysis, and observed to increase with the platinum quantity in the soot
(0.002 - 0.007 mg Pt / mg soot). The catalytic effect of the platinum-coated SMF
was investigated in the reactor test bench. An intermediate fibre supporting the plat-
inum catalyst was applied onto the SMF. The fibre itself lowers the soot oxidation
temperature, but the platinum did not exhibit any catalytic effect, even with very
high platinum quantities (3.2 - 8.2 mg Pt / mg soot). The contact between platinum
and soot particles was presumably to low.

The dependence of the catalytic effect on the platinum quantity, and the influence
of the platinum particle size and location has to be investigated in more details
in the case of the FBC technology. Furthermore, the possibility of the contact
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enhancement between platinum and soot on a coated SMF to achieve the same
catalytic effect than the one obtained using a FBC has to be investigated too.

8.2.3 Influence of the platinum loading using model FBC
systems

The catalytic effect A was observed to linearly increase with the platinum-to-soot
mass ratio, for a fixed platinum particle size, and for more than 0.0005 mg Pt / mg
soot. This was confirmed by plotting the catalytic effect as a function of the initial
platinum surface area. Assuming the oxygen transfer mechanisms [18, 19], it was
expected that the catalytic effect was linearly dependent on the platinum surface
area. Platinum nano-particulate agglomerates can sinter together between 300°C
and 700°C [63]. The influence of the platinum particle sintering during the oxida-
tion was investigated. Platinum particle size increases with progressing conversion,
but the platinum surface area related to the mass of soot remains constant.

The influence of the initial platinum particle size on the catalytic effect at a con-
stant platinum-to-soot mass ratio was investigated too. As previously determined,
it was expected that the catalytic effect increases with a decreasing platinum par-
ticle size (increasing platinum surface area). However, a size optimum was found
at a mean platinum particle diameter of 3 nm. This optimum can be explained by
the superposition of two contrarily trends: the expected trend, and a decrease of the
catalytic effect with decreasing platinum particle size for very small particles. Size
optimum was already observed in other systems such as the CO oxidation on gold
nanoparticles. Quantum size effects as well as geometric size effects have been ad-
vanced to explain it [67, 68]. This trend is however secondary in comparison with
the influence of the platinum-to-soot mass ratio.

The catalytic effect is independent of the platinum location, embedded inside the
soot agglomerate, or present on the soot surface. Oxygen is supposed to diffuse
through the soot to the embedded platinum particles. This result was confirmed
by studying the catalytic effect of platinum-doped soot obtained using a FBC.
Platinum-doped soot issued from a FBC exhibit the same catalytic effect as syn-
thetic platinum-doped soot samples, increasing linearly with the platinum-to-soot
mass ratio. This result is not in contradiction with the results obtained in literature
using FBC, were platinum was found to be inactive [30]. Indeed, the FBC quanti-
ties used in literature probably lead to lower platinum quantity than the 0.0005 mg
Pt / mg soot found here as the minimum to detect any catalytic effect.
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8.2.4 Effect of the platinum-soot contact on coated filters

The catalytic effect of a platinum-coated SMF with a presumably enhanced contact
area between platinum and soot was previously investigated with the intermediate
fibre. However, no catalytic effect was detected. At the present research state,
platinum-coated filter does not exhibit a sufficient contact between platinum and
soot to achieve the same catalytic effect as using a FBC.

The catalytic effect of three configurations modeling three contact possibilities on
SMF was investigated. The contact obtained using a FBC was modeled by the
filtration of a platinum-doped soot aerosol. The conventional coated filter configu-
ration was produced by the consecutive filtration of a platinum and a soot aerosol.
And finally, the contact obtained with a FBC was approximated on a filter by the si-
multaneous filtration of a platinum and a soot aerosols. These three configurations
were produced for two different soot sources and lead to the same results, inde-
pendently of the soot source. The simultaneous filtration exhibits a high catalytic
effect, comparable with the one of the platinum-doped soot filtration, and increas-
ing with the platinum quantity. Only a very low catalytic effect was observed for
the consecutive filtration, enhanced when the soot aerosol was filtered before the
platinum aerosol. These results suggest that it is possible to enhance the catalytic
activity of coated filters by increasing uniformly the platinum particle density in
the soot cake.

8.3 Outlook for future research work

The great challenge of the next years concerning the emission control for diesel
engines is to develop diesel particle filters with catalytic regeneration systems. The
use of an organometallic compound of transition metal oxides (FBC) allows today
to lower the soot oxidation temperature from 600°C to 450°C. This is not sufficient
for continuously regenerating the DPF, and FBC remains as ashes on the filter. This
solution had therefore low potential for a lifetime concept. An alternative system
with catalyst directly attached on the surface of the filter (coated DPF) is now in
research field. The results obtained in this work for a platinum catalyst are now
discussed to outlook the potential of the two methods and the future research work
directions.

Platinum-doped soot obtained by using a platinum FBC exhibits platinum parti-
cles partially embedded in the soot agglomerate and partially present on the soot
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surface. The location of the platinum does not play any role on the catalytic ef-
fect, both particles can catalyze the soot oxidation. The catalytic effect increases
linearly with the platinum-to-soot mass ratio. Thus high amounts of platinum are
needed to load each soot agglomerate with the platinum quantity wished. From an
economical point of view, it is a serious disadvantage in the use of this system. The
only development possibilities to improve the performances of the FBC (however
only with a low influence on the catalytic effect) is to lower the platinum particle
size in the platinum-doped soot obtained. If the FBC is a well established system,
its development possibilities with platinum catalyst seem to be reduced.

Concerning a platinum-coated filter, the main challenge is to enhance the contact
between platinum and soot particles. Today, this contact is not sufficient to estab-
lish a catalytic effect. But it has be shown that, if platinum particles are uniformly
distributed in the soot cake (as obtained with the simultaneously filtration of a plat-
inum and a soot aerosol), the catalytic effect is the same than for a platinum FBC.
On a coated filter, the platinum particles are present at the best on the soot sur-
face, but could never be embedded in the soot agglomerate. However, it is not a
disadvantage, as the platinum location does not influence the catalytic effect. The
main advantage of using a coating that could allow an uniformly platinum disper-
sion in the soot cake, is that the platinum particles can not sinter together if they
are sufficiently dispersed on the coating. In this case, a fixed amount of platinum
can be used on the filter to catalyze all the filtered soot agglomerates. Much lower
platinum quantities are thus necessary to achieve the same catalytic effect as the
FBC.

To conclude, by applying the results obtained with platinum on the two actual cat-
alytic systems, it seems that the well established FBC systems have few develop-
ment possibilities. Otherwise, if it is possible to enhance the platinum density in the
soot cake on a coated filter, the concept would have promising development possi-
bilities. However, it should be kept in mind that the results obtained with platinum
as a catalyst of the noble metal family could be very different for catalysts from the
metal oxide family.
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Radiation model code developed with EES Software

The radiation model code developed with the EES Software is presented. All state-
ment in italic are program comments. The user should give a value for Tcam in
K, the temperature recorded by the camera, Tr in K, the reactor chamber tempera-
ture measured by a thermocouple and εf , the emissivity of the filter surface (0.93
for soot or 0.81 for plain filter). The program returns the corrected filter surface
temperature Tf in K.

Intrinsic wavelength used by the camera (in m):
λav = 4.5 × 10−6

δλ = 3 × 10−6

Constant of the Planck’s law (in W.m2 and m.K respectively):
c1 = 3.7418 × 10−16

c2 = 1.4388 × 10−2

Transmissivity of the window (without unit):
τw = 0.81

Assumption: "window temperature = reactor chamber temperature":
Tw = Tr

Calculation of the incident radiation measured by the camera (in W/m2):

Φcam = c1 δλ
λav

5 (exp(
c2

λav Tcam
)−1)

Calculation of the radiation emitted by the reactor chamber (in W/m2):

Φr = c1 δλ
λav

5 (exp(
c2

λav Tr
)−1)

Calculation of the radiation emitted by the window (in W/m2):
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Φw = c1 δλ
λav

5 (exp(
c2

λav Tw
)−1)

Calculation of the radiation emitted by the filter surface, using the radiation model
(in W/m2):

Φf = 1
εf

(Φcam−(1−τw) Φw

τw
− (1− εf )Φr)

Calculation of the filter surface temperature (in K):

Tf = c2

λav ln(1+
c1 δλ

λ5 Φf
)
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Thermodynamic tables

Standard free enthalpy of formation ∆fG0 of CO2, CO and O2 are presented in the
following Table. The standard free enthalpy of reaction ∆rG

0 was also calculated
for the CO oxidation reaction.

Temperature ∆fG0(CO2) ∆fG0(CO) ∆fG0(O2) ∆rG
0

[K] [kcal/mol] [kcal/mol] [kcal/mol] [kcal/mol]
0 -93.965 -27.200 0 133.53

100 -94.100 -28.471 0 131.258
200 -94.191 -30.718 0 126.946
298 -94.265 -32.783 0 122.964
300 -94.267 -32.823 0 122.888
400 -94.335 -34.975 0 118.72
500 -94.399 -37.144 0 114.51
600 -94.458 -39.311 0 110.294
700 -94.510 -41.468 0 106.084
800 -94.556 -43.612 0 101.888
900 -94.596 -45.744 0 97.704

1000 -94.628 -47.859 0 93.538
1100 -94.658 -49.962 0 89.392
1200 -94.681 -52.049 0 85.264
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Chemical methods

The chemical methods used to load platinum nanoparticles onto PrintexU soot are
first explained. The efficiency of each methods comparing the target and the mea-
sured platinum-to-soot mass ratio is then discussed.

Impregnation procedure

The impregnation involves an adsorption and a subsequent reduction step. The
adsorption step determines the quantity of platinum that can be loaded onto the
soot. The adsorption of a platinum precursor is controlled by the surface area of the
soot, and by its chemical surface composition (presence of oxygen surface groups).
Moreover, the chemical surface composition controls also the resistance to the plat-
inum sintering behavior during the reduction step, which determines the final size
dispersion of platinum [69]. In the following, two impregnation procedures will be
performed: the typical precipitation method on plain soot with various precursors
and solvents, and the adsorption method on previous oxidized soot.

For the precipitation procedure, a soot slurry was prepared by mixing vigorously
PrintexU soot with distilled water. The platinum precursor was slowly added to the
slurry. Two typical precursors were used [70]: An aqueous solution of tetraamine
platinum nitrate (NH3)4Pt(NO3)2 (TAPN) was used as a first precursor. A chloro-
platinic acid (CPA) solution was prepared by dissolving CPA (H2PtCl6) into dis-
tilled water and used as an alternative precursor. The slurry was heated up to the
desired temperature around 80°C, and the pH was adjusted to the basic around
pH = 8 using a 10 wt% sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution. A reducing agent
(hydrazine or formaldehyde) was then introduced into the slurry for in situ liquid-
phase reduction (the slurry temperature was remained at 80°C for 30 minutes). The
platinum-soot slurry was washed 3 times by centrifugation and dried under vacuum.
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The precipitation was also conducted in ethylene glycol (EG) following the method
of Xin [71, 72]. PrintexU soot were suspended in an EG solution. A CPA-EG
solution (7.4 mg Pt/mL) was slowly added to the solution. The pH was measured
in the basic range (pH = 13). The solution was kept for 3 hours at 140°C in an oil
bath to ensure that platinum was completely reduced. Refluxing conditions were
used to keep water in the synthesis system. The washing and drying procedures are
the same as for the precipitation in water as described above.

Concerning the adsorption procedure, PrintexU soot was first submitted to an oxi-
dation treatment to increase the oxygen surface content. The soot was mixed with
a solution of potassium persulfate (K2S2O8) at room temperature under constant
stirring for 24 hours [73]. The soot was then filtered, washed 3 times by centrifu-
gation and dried over night at 130°C. The fraction of oxygen in oxidized PrintexU
soot was measured with elemental analysis. Thus 9 wt% O was achieved towards
2.4 wt% O in plain PrintexU soot. Plain and oxidized soot were mixed with dis-
tilled water and the pH was adjusted to pH = 10 using ammoniac. The platinum
precursor (NH3)4Pt(NO3)2 (TAPN) was added to the slurry, and it was stirred over
night. Soot was then filtered with an ammoniac solution or washed by centrifuga-
tion, dried under vacuum, and finally reduced under a nitrogen flow at 200°C for 2
hours.

For the different impregnation procedures, precursor quantities were adjusted to
obtain various platinum-doped soot samples containing between 0.005 and 0.10
mg Pt / mg soot.

Colloidal procedure

Colloidal procedure are used to control the platinum particle size dispersion. They
are especially used at high platinum loadings where sintering is difficult to avoid
if impregnation procedures are used [61]. Platinum particle size can be controlled
during the colloid synthesis by varying the amount and type of reducing agent or
the acidity of the solution, or after the synthesis by selective separation [74]. There
are various routes to synthesize and depose platinum colloids on soot [75–77]. The
method of Reetz [78] originally described for palladium colloids was applied here
for platinum.

A platinum precursor was first obtained by diluting platinum nitrate Pt(NO3)2 (PN)
in tetrahydrofuran (THF). An excess of (n-C8H17)4N+(CH3CO2

−) (tetraoctylam-
monium acetate) was added to the precursor, and the solution was heated 4 hours at
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66°C under reflux in argon atmosphere. PrintexU soot was added and stirred to the
resulting platinum colloid suspension for 60 hours. THF was removed by filtration
or by evaporation. The platinum soot samples were finally dried under vacuum.

For the colloidal procedure, precursor quantities were adjusted to obtain various
platinum-doped soot samples containing between 0.005 and 0.05 mg Pt / mg soot.

Total platinum quantity

The target platinum quantities and the measured platinum quantities for samples
obtained by chemical methods are presented in Table 8.1. For each method, the
influence of the solvent, the precursor, the reduction and the washing on the load-
ing were studied. The efficiency was defined as the measured quantity to the target
quantity ratio. Concerning the precipitation method, all loadings performed with
the tetraamine platinum nitrate (TAPN) precursor show efficiencies less than 20%
(except the first sample with a very few target quantity). Loadings performed with

Table 8.1: Target and measured platinum quantities (mg Pt / mg soot), depending
on the chemical procedure

Procedure Soot-Solvent Precursor Reduction-Washing Target Measured Efficiency

Precipitation plain-H2O TAPN hydrazine-centrifuge 0.005 0.0031 62%

Precipitation plain-H2O TAPN hydrazine-centrifuge 0.05 0.0082 16%

Precipitation plain-H2O TAPN hydrazine-centrifuge 0.10 0.0157 16%

Precipitation plain-H2O TAPN formaldehyde-centrifuge 0.005 0.001 20%

Precipitation plain-H2O TAPN formaldehyde-centrifuge 0.05 0.0033 7%

Precipitation plain-H2O TAPN formaldehyde-centrifuge 0.10 0.0061 6%

Precipitation plain-H2O CPA formaldehyde-centrifuge 0.05 0.0386 77%

Precipitation plain-EG CPA heating-centrifuge 0.05 0.0492 92%

Adsorption plain-H2O TAPN heating after filtration 0.03 0.0049 16%

Adsorption plain-H2O TAPN heating after centrifuge 0.03 0.0061 20%

Adsorption oxidized-H2O TAPN heating after filtration 0.03 0.0180 60%

Adsorption oxidized-H2O TAPN heating after centrifuge 0.03 0.0190 63%

Colloid plain-THF PN filtration 0.005 0.0005 10%

Colloid plain-THF PN filtration 0.05 0.0022 4%

Colloid plain-THF PN evaporation 0.005 0.0029 58%

Colloid plain-THF PN evaporation 0.05 0.0294 59%
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formaldehyde exhibit a smaller efficiency compared to hydrazine. Replacing the
TAPN precursor by the CPA (chloroplatinic acid) allows to reach an higher effi-
ciency, up to 77%. An efficiency of about 92% was obtained by performing the
precipitation in ethylene glycol (EG) as solvent. The adsorption procedure on ox-
idized soot allows to load about 3 times more platinum than on plain soot, with
an efficiency of about 60%. Some platinum is lost during the filtration step. The
colloidal procedure shows a small efficiency if THF (tetrahydrofuran) is retried
through filtration, but about 60% efficiency when retried with evaporation. The
method with the highest efficiency is thus the precipitation in EG developed by
Xin [71, 72].
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